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About this guide 
Carbon nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphenes, are attracting attention as 

innovative materials boasting new physical and chemical properties that differ from those of conventional 

materials. However, as carbon nanomaterials are distinguished by their extremely small size and distinctive 

shapes, the concern is that such materials could potentially have a distinct effect on human health that has 

not been observed previously with the conventional materials. Considering the rapidity of technological 

innovation and the currently incomplete nature of safety-related knowledge, it is important for companies 

to engage in voluntary safety management in respect of such new materials. To conduct the appropriate 

safety management of carbon nanomaterials, it is necessary to understand the emissions of and the 

exposure levels to such materials to workers and other people involved throughout the lifecycle of the 

products (i.e., production, manufacturing, use, and disposal). 

In this regard, the Project for Practical Application of Carbon Nanomaterials for a Low Carbon 

Emission Society (FY 2010–2016) was commissioned by the New Energy and Industrial Technology 

Development Organization (NEDO). The Technology Research Association for Single Wall Carbon 

Nanotubes (TASC) was founded in 2010 through the cooperation and participation of the National Institute 

of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) and numerous corporations. Under this project, 

TASC has developed simple and practical emission and exposure evaluation methods to support voluntary 

safety management for companies manufacturing and handling carbon nanomaterials. As one of the 

project's achievements, we published the Guide to Measuring Airborne Carbon Nanotubes in Workplaces 

in 2013, which comprises the methods and case studies relevant to the measurement of airborne CNTs in 

the workplaces where they are handled primarily as powders. However, the possibility of emissions of 

carbon nanomaterials is not limited to the powder form, but could occur also when the composites are cut, 

abraded, crushed, or subjected to other processes. Therefore, this new guide has been released by adding 

new information to the old guide. In this guide, the targets have been expanded from CNT powder to their 

composites (and also to graphene). This new guide includes the available practical methods and case 

studies relevant to the measurement of carbon nanomaterials emitted in processes such as machining, 

abrading, and crushing. 

A specific method to evaluate the emissions of and exposure to carbon nanomaterials has not been 

determined definitively yet, and various challenges remain. Nevertheless, we hope that this guide would be 

helpful in the voluntary safety management of carbon nanomaterials. We would be grateful if you could 

share your comments, opinions, and requests regarding the contents of this guide with us. 

As part of the project and in addition to this guide, the General Procedures for Safety Tests on Carbon 

Nanomaterials was compiled, which comprises the procedures for sample preparation, characterization, in 

vitro cell-based assays, and animal tests on carbon nanomaterials. We hope that these documents will be 

used by companies as references for voluntary safety management. The documents are available for 

download free of charge from the website of the AIST Research Institute of Science for Safety and 

Sustainability (https://en.aist-riss.jp/). 
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Executive Summary 
Section 1 discusses the status and issues of emission and exposure evaluation of carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) and graphenes. Currently, measuring airborne nanomaterials is conducted primarily with real-time 

aerosol measuring instruments and through chemical analysis and electron microscope observation of 

aerosol particles. Although there is no legally enforceable occupational exposure limit (OEL) for CNTs, 

recommended OELs have been proposed by several organizations and companies (~1–50 µg/m3, Table 

1.2.1 in Section 1.2). These OELs are determined as values of mass concentration and are often proposed 

for the values of a respirable particle concentration (values that exclude coarse particles that do not reach 

the lungs; according to the ISO7708 definition, 4-μm particles are reduced by 50%). No reports on or 

recommendations regarding OELs for graphenes have been published thus far. The appropriate metric for 

assessing health effects has not been determined definitively yet, and many challenges remain (e.g., 

discrimination between carbon nanomaterials and background particles and the measurement of carbon 

nanomaterials released from composite materials). 

Section 2 summarizes the methods available for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials. Sections 2.1, 

2.2, and 2.3 discuss on-line (portable) aerosol measurement (see Table 1), off-line quantitative analysis (see 

Table 2), and particle sampling methods for electron microscope observation (see Table 3), respectively.  
 

Table 1 Portable and relatively inexpensive commercial aerosol measuring instruments 
(A simplified version of Table 2.1.1) 

 Measured 
metrics 

Operating principles Usefulness and limitations 

Optical particle 
counter (OPC) 

Number 
concentration of 
submicron- to 
micron-sized 
particles (0.3–
10 µm*) 

The aerosols are measured by light-scattering with 
a laser. Approximate particle size is obtained from 
the intensity of scattered light, and particle number 
from the count of the scattered light. 

Suitable for detection of 
agglomerated carbon 
nanomaterials. Number and 
approximate size of particles 
can be obtained. Discrimination 
from background particles is 
problematic. 

Condensation 
particle counter 
(CPC) 

Number 
concentration of 
nano- to 
submicron-sized 
particles (0.01–
>1 µm*) 

Basic measuring principles are the same as those of 
OPC, but the sample air is introduced into a 
supersaturated atmosphere of alcohol and, through 
alcohol vapor condensing on the particles, they 
grow larger. Particles smaller than those 
measurable with the OPC can be measured. 
However, particle size information is not available. 

Suitable when emission of 
nano-sized particles of carbon 
nanomaterials is expected (e.g., 
handling dispersed carbon 
nanomaterials). Discrimination 
from background particles is 
problematic. 

Light-scattering 
aerosol 
photometer 
(photometer) 

Mass 
concentration of 
submicron- to 
micron-sized 
particles (>0.1 
µm*) (approx. 
value) 

Total light-scattering intensity of aerosol particles 
is detected by passing through laser irradiation. 
Approximate mass concentration of the aerosol 
particles and relative concentration change can be 
measured. To obtain accurate mass concentration 
of the carbon nanomaterial of interest, sensitivity 
of the instrument to the carbon nanomaterial must 
be known in advance (see Sections 3.2 and 3.12). 

If sensitivity is properly 
corrected, comparison with 
OEL based on mass 
concentration is possible to 
some extent. Discrimination 
from background particles is 
problematic.  

Black carbon 
monitor (BCM) 
(aethalometer) 

Mass 
concentration of 
black carbon 
(approx. value) 

Mass concentration of light-absorbing particles, 
such as black carbon, is estimated by measuring 
the attenuation of a light beam transmitted through 
aerosol particles that are continuously collected on 
a filter set in the instrument. To obtain accurate 
mass concentration of the carbon nanomaterial of 
interest, the sensitivity of the instrument to the 
carbon nanomaterial must be known in advance 
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.12). 

If sensitivity is properly 
corrected, comparison with 
OEL based on mass 
concentration is possible to 
some extent. The BCM is only 
sensitive to light-absorbing 
particles (including carbon 
nanomaterials). Sensitivity 
drops with particle load (see 
Sections 3.2 and 3.12).  

*Approximate value that differs depending on the manufacturer and performance. 
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Table 2 Off-line measuring methods for quantifying mass concentrations of carbon nanomaterials 
 Method Usefulness and limitations 
Gravimetric 
analysis 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter, and the 
mass concentration of sampled aerosol particles is 
determined by weighing the mass of the filter with 
an ultra-microbalance before and after sampling. 

Separation discrimination between carbon 
nanomaterials and background particles is not 
possible. Only applicable when background particle 
concentration is low or the concentration of the 
carbon nanomaterial of interest is high. 

Carbon 
analysis 

Aerosol particles collected using a quartz fiber filter 
are heated, and the vaporized or burned carbon is 
measured. NIOSH Method 5040, IMPROVE 
method, and the like. 

Separation discrimination from background particles 
other than carbon is possible. Depending on heating 
and combustion conditions, separation from organic 
carbon, soot, and the like is possible to some extent. 
No preprocessing is generally required. 

Elemental 
analysis 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter. By 
measuring catalytic metal (impurity) contained in 
carbon nanomaterials on the filter, the quantity of 
the carbon nanomaterials is estimated. ICP-AES, 
ICP-MS, and the like. 

This method is applicable only when the metal 
content percentage in the carbon nanomaterial of 
interest is relatively high and constant. Usually, 
preprocessing is required by dissolving in solution. 

HPLC 
method 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter. After 
the filter is dissolved and CNTs on the filter are 
extracted, they are made to adsorb the marker 
(benzo[ghi]perylene) and subsequently quantified 
via HPLC to determine the amount of CNTs. 

This is a highly sensitive method. A calibration curve 
is required for each CNT product of interest. This 
method is not applicable to CNTs embedded in 
polymers. 

 
Table 3 Sampling methods for electron microscope observation 

 Method Usefulness and limitations 
Polycarbonate 
filter 

Aerosol particles are collected using a 
polycarbonate filter with a smooth, flat 
surface and many cylindrical holes (pores) of 
uniform diameter (Safe Work Australia 2010; 
Ogura et al. 2011; Ogura et al. 2012; Hedmer 
et al. 2014; Ludvigsson et al. 2016). 

Suitable for SEM. A conductive layer coating on the 
filter is required. A simple method without requiring 
a complicate pretreatment and a special device. 
Particle collection efficiency is relatively high. Since 
the collection efficiencies have been evaluated (see 
main text), (semi-)quantitative analysis is possible. 

Holey carbon 
film-coated 
TEM grid 

Aerosol particles are passed through a holey 
carbon film-coated TEM grid, and the aerosol 
particles are sampled via filtration (R’mili et 
al. 2011; Ogura et al. 2015b). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. Since the collection efficiencies have been 
evaluated (see main text), (semi-)quantitative 
analysis is possible. 

Impactor Aerosol particles are collected using an 
impactor. Particles can be collected on a TEM 
grid by attaching it to the surface of the 
collection plate because of inertial impaction 
(Birch et al. 2011). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. Particles can be classified by size. Particles 
can be collected on a TEM grid at high density; 
however, this could cause particles to overlap. 
Difficult to collect smaller particles. 

Filter 
dissolution 

This method is a method used for measuring 
asbestos. After aerosol particles are collected 
with a mixed callulose ester filter (or 
polycarbonate filter), the filter is coated with 
carbon and dissolved with solvent on a TEM 
grid (Han et al. 2008; Bello et al. 2008, 2009; 
Lee et al. 2010; Methner et al. 2010b; Dahm 
et al. 2012, 2015; NIOSH 2017) 

Suitable for TEM. Sample preparation is required. 
The particle collection efficiency of the filter itself is 
high. Confirmation of particle loss at the time of 
sample preparation may be necessary for 
quantitative analysis. 

Electrostatic 
precipitation 

Aerosol particles are collected using an 
electrostatic precipitator (Ku et al. 2007; 
Bello et al. 2008, 2009) 

Suitable for TEM. The collection efficiency depends 
on the charge rate and the capture rate, and therefore 
depends on the particle size, and is not necessarily 
clear. 

Thermophoretic 
precipitation 

Aerosol particles are collected using a 
thermophoretic precipitator (Bello et al. 2008, 
2009; R’mili et al. 2011). 

Suitable for TEM. The collection efficiency depends 
on the particle size, and is not necessarily clear. 
Smaller particles are more likely to be collected. 

Brownian 
motion 

Aerosol particles are collected on a TEM grid 
placed on a filter due to Brownian motion, by 
passing air through the filter (Tsai et al. 
2009a, b). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. The collection efficiency is low and depends 
on the particle size, and is not necessarily clear. 
Smaller particles are more likely to be collected. 
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Section 2.4 discusses application examples of individual measurement methods for measuring airborne 

carbon nanomaterials. The advantages, disadvantages, and usefulness of each of the measurement methods 

are summarized in Table 4. Application examples for individual measurement methods are presented in 

Figure 1, with respect to measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials.  

 

Table 4 Advantages, disadvantages, and usefulness of individual measurement methods 
 Advantage Disadvantage Usefulness 
On-line (portable) aerosol 
measurement 

Easy, inexpensive, time 
response, real time 

No distinction between 
carbon nanomaterial and 
other particles 

Grasp of spatial–temporal 
distribution, daily 
monitoring 

Off-line quantitative 
analysis 

Quantitative determination 
(by mass), carbon 
nanomaterial identification 

Sampling over long 
periods, expensive 
equipment 

Comparison with OEL 

Electron microscope 
observation 

Carbon nanomaterial 
identification, morphology 
observation 

Observation cost (effort, 
time) 

Verifying existence of 
carbon nanomaterials, 
understanding the form 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Application examples of individual measurement methods for measuring airborne carbon 

nanomaterials 
 

Explanations for the numbered items (1)−(5) in Figure 1 are provided below. 

(1) Revealing the size and form of airborne carbon nanomaterials and verifying the effectiveness of 

measurement methods 

The measurement of carbon nanomaterials at an actual work site is often difficult because various 

aerosol particles exist in the background. Therefore, with a simple simulation test under laboratory 

conditions with no (or very few) background particles (see Sections 3.2, 3.4, 3.12 for example), we can 

grasp how easily the carbon nanomaterial of interest is released as dust into the air. In addition, we can 

detect the size distribution and the form of the released carbon nanomaterials and verify the effectiveness of 

the measurement methods and preventative measures. 
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(2) Understanding the generation source and spatial–temporal distribution 

The presence or absence of aerosol particle emissions can be determined by using aerosol measuring 

instruments, in addition to determining the spatial and temporal distribution of the concentration 

(association with location, time, and work task). Although aerosol measuring instruments have an inherent 

problem, namely, difficulty in differentiating carbon nanomaterials from other particles, they can obtain 

concentration data in units of seconds or minutes and they are therefore suitable for understanding temporal 

particle emissions and the changes in concentration corresponding to each work task. Such time variation 

information is used to supplement the data from off-line quantitative analysis. Comparison with the 

background concentration is important and, ideally, sampling with a control point should be done 

simultaneously. By simultaneously measuring the vicinity of the source, work environment, and 

background using multiple identical instruments, facilitates understanding the overall situation or the 

effectiveness of the engineering control measures (see Figure 3.9.3 in Section 3.9 and Figure 3.10.6 in 

Section 3.10 for example). 

 

(3) Quantitative determination of carbon nanomaterials and comparison with the OEL 

The carbon nanomaterial concentrations in the air are quantified by off-line quantitative analysis (e.g., 

carbon analysis) of the collected aerosol samples and, subsequently, compared with the OEL for carbon 

nanomaterials. Since the OEL is often proposed for values of a respirable particle concentration, the 

particles are collected on a filter with a cyclone or impactor to enable collecting such particles. For safer 

evaluation, there is the option of collecting the total airborne particles with an open-faced filter holder, or 

collecting inhalable particles with an inhalable particle sampler. Although larger particles hardly reach deep 

into the lungs, they are important from the viewpoint of preventing contamination of a work environment. 

When an open-faced filter holder is used, the flow rate can be adjusted arbitrarily; therefore, the lower 

detection limit would be decreased by increasing the flow rate of collection. In addition, by simultaneously 

measuring respirable particles and total airborne particles (or inhalable particles), the overall situation of 

the emission of small to large particles becomes clearer. Total airborne particles and inhalable particles 

would be more advantageous in terms of detecting the carbon nanomaterials because of the concentration 

being higher than that of respirable particles. Therefore, they are useful as samples for confirming that the 

employed measurement method can measure airborne carbon nanomaterials. 

Although not directly related to the exposure to workers, verification of the measurement method and 

confirmation of the effectiveness of engineering exposure control measures can be achieved by purposely 

conducting measurements at places where the release of carbon nanomaterials is expected. Such places 

include the vicinity of the source, inside an enclosure or fume hood, or a site in front of the inlet port of a 

local exhaust ventilation system (see Sections 3.5 and 3.9 for example). 

 

(4) Verifying the existence and form of airborne carbon nanomaterials by observations with an electron 

microscope 

Electron microscope observations are effective in verifying that the concentration obtained (e.g., with 
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carbon analysis) is actually attributed to carbon nanomaterials, or in identifying the form of the carbon 

nanomaterials. Carbon nanomaterials can often be detected through electron microscope observations even 

when the concentrations are below the detection limit of carbon analysis (see Section 3.9 for example). 

 
(5) Daily monitoring 

Neither quantitative determination nor electron microscope observations is a realistic method for daily 

monitoring. Portable aerosol measuring instruments would be preferable for daily exposure control and 

these instruments can obtain real-time results in situ. The measurement accuracy of the aerosol measuring 

instrument can be enhanced by determining the response factor (e.g., the ratio of the concentration 

measured by the aerosol measuring instrument to that obtained through carbon analysis; see Section 3.2) 

for the CNTs of interest beforehand. Generally, the existence of background particles makes it difficult for 

aerosol measuring instruments to detect carbon nanomaterials that are at a level equivalent to or lower than 

the OELs. However, aerosol measuring instruments can measure instantaneous increases in concentration 

and therefore the average concentration of the entire work environment would be kept low by detecting and 

controlling the peak concentration (especially in the vicinity of the emission source). 

 

In most instances, a major concern regarding the safety management of carbon nanomaterials is a 

comparison with the OEL. Therefore, (3) and (5) in Figure 1 would be considered important. An example 

of practical methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials to facilitate their safety management is 

presented in Figure 2. An appropriate combination of an accurate detailed method and a simple real-time 

method would be a reasonable way for the continued management of carbon nanomaterial exposure. 

 

 
Figure 2 Example of practical methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials for their 

safety management  
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Section 2.5 discusses the practical methods for the emission and exposure management of airborne 

carbon nanomaterials released from their polymer composites. When carbon nanomaterials are used as 

composite materials, the carbon nanomaterials detached from and partly embedded in the polymer matrix 

could be released in processes such as machining, abrading, and crushing of the carbon nanomaterial 

composites. A practical method of emission and exposure control of aerosol particles composed of a 

mixture of carbon nanomaterials and a polymer matrix is measuring the total amount of the carbon 

nanomaterials detached from and embedded in the polymer matrix. Although carbon nanomaterials 

embedded in a polymer matrix may not have a harmful effect, it can be said that there is no problem when 

the total exposure amount of the carbon nanomaterials does not exceed the OEL. Figure 3 shows an 

example of the practical method targeting CNTs. The outline of this method is as follows: 

(1) Carbon analysis is used to quantify the CNTs and the polymer matrix separately as much as possible 

and to manage the total exposure amounts of CNTs in the forms A–D (see Figure 3) to prevent 

exceeding the OEL. 

(2) If the complete separation and quantification of the CNTs and the polymer matrix is not possible, 

management is conducted with a value including a part of the contribution of the polymer matrix to 

the total amount of CNTs. 

(3) As an alternative to (1) and (2) or their verification, when the CNT content percentage in the 

released particles is considered to be practically identical to that in the original composite (e.g., when 

few releases of CNTs detached from the polymer matrix are observed via electron microscopy), the 

amount of CNTs can be estimated from the amount of the polymer matrix (or polymer matrix + 

CNTs), determined through carbon analysis (or gravimetric analysis), taking into account the CNT 

content percentage in the original composite. For example, if the CNT content percentage in the 

original composite is 1%, 1/99 of the determined value of the polymer matrix (1/100 of the 

determined value of polymer matrix + CNTs) is estimated as the amount of CNTs. 

(4) As the case requires, the form of the released particles can be observed via electron microscopy and, 

subsequently, the existence ratio of each form can be confirmed. 

For (1), it may be possible to estimate the total amount of CNTs in the forms A–D by using elemental 

analysis instead of carbon analysis. For (3), it is possible to estimate the amount of CNTs based on the 

determined value of the polymer matrix + CNTs (+ background particles) by using gravimetric analysis 

instead of carbon analysis. Although (3) is an alternative to (1) or (2), it is considered effective when the 

emission concentration is low and the detection of CNTs is difficult. In this method, for example, when the 

CNT content percentage is 1% and the OEL of CNTs is set to 30 µg/m3, which is the value suggested by 

AIST, the situation is equivalent to the control of the exposure amount to 3 mg/m3 of the aerosol particles 

including the polymer matrix and CNTs. As the administrative control level of dust in the Ordinance on 

Prevention of Hazards Due to Dust in Japan is 3 mg/m3 (in case of 0% free silicic acid) and the OEL of the 

third type of dust (organic dust, and the like), as recommended by the Japan Society for Occupational 

Health (2016), is 2 mg/m3 (respirable dust), the appropriate exposure control of the dust of polymer 
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matrices can also serve as the appropriate exposure control of the dust of carbon nanomaterials. 

In particular, in daily emission and exposure control, management of the dust including the polymer 

matrix is considered a simple and practical method. The emission amount of the dust including the polymer 

matrix can be measured with an aerosol measuring instrument relatively easily. Providing the relationship 

between the concentration of carbon nanomaterial (or polymer matrix + carbon nanomaterial) and the 

response of an aerosol measuring instrument is understood (e.g., via simultaneous measurement with the 

aerosol measuring instrument during the particle collection for (1)–(3)), the daily management of dust 

including the polymer matrix and, consequently, that of dust containing carbon nanomaterials is possible 

with an aerosol measuring instrument. 

To separate and quantify the carbon nanomaterial and the polymer matrix in the released particles as 

accurately as possible using carbon analysis, a preliminary study on carbon analysis for the nanocarbon 

composite of interest is necessary (refer to Sections 3.6, 3.9, and 3.10). 

 

 
Figure 3 Example of practical methods for emission and exposure management of CNTs released 

from their composites 
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Section 3 presents the measurement cases that were performed by TASC. Figure 4 indicates the 

positioning of each case classified by case types and target substances. 

 

 
Figure 4 Measurement cases performed by TASC 

Values indicate the section numbers. 

 

Section 3.1 provides an evaluation of the capability of carbon analysis as a method for the quantitative 

determination of CNTs. The percentage of the detected total carbon mass to the weighed mass was found 

almost the same as or slightly lower than the carbon purity reported by the manufacturer; however, this was 

considered reasonable in consideration of the moisture and gas adsorption. Although CNTs were detected 

mainly in the elemental carbon fractions, some types of CNTs were detected partly in the organic carbon 

fractions when heated to high temperatures in a helium atmosphere. In the case of such types of CNTs, care 

is required. 

Section 3.2 provides an example for evaluating the response of a black carbon monitor (BCM) and a 

photometer to airborne CNTs. These instruments exhibited linear responses to CNT mass concentrations. 

However, their responses tended to depend on particle size and decrease with increasing agglomeration 

sizes of airborne CNTs. The raw readings given by the BCM and the photometer calibrated by their 

manufacturers had the potential to underestimate the CNT concentration (especially for large agglomerated 

CNTs). Consequently, by determining the response factor for the CNTs of interest beforehand through the 

method presented here, it is expected to enhance the measurement accuracy of these instruments. 

Furthermore, the BCM sensitivity gradually decreased with the increasing filter load even before the 

instrument status indicated overloading. Therefore, it is preferable to change the filter more frequently, or, 

alternatively, to consider the drop in the response. 
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Section 3.3 presents a case of measuring airborne CNTs in the presence of background aerosols using the 

portable aerosol measuring instruments. The measurements were conducted when simulating the handling 

of CNTs. As the CNTs agglomerated easily, increases in the concentration were observed with particles 

from the submicron to micron size. On the other hand, no increase in concentration was observed with 

nano-sized particles, as the background concentration for nano-sized particles was relatively high. The 

optical particle counter and the BCM are considered effective for measuring agglomerated CNTs in terms 

of discrimination from background particles. 

Section 3.4 provides a measurement example of the particle size distribution and form of airborne CNTs. 

CNTs aerosolized by vortex shaking were measured using real-time aerosol measuring instruments and 

were collected on polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane filters) and holey carbon film-coated TEM 

grids for SEM and TEM observations, respectively. The particle size distributions measured by the aerosol 

measuring instruments spanned a broad range, from nano to micron size. In electron microscopic 

observations, many of the collected CNTs were submicron- and micron-sized agglomerated CNTs. The 

CNTs appear different according to their type and tube diameter. Single-wall CNTs with a fine tube 

diameter showed a net-like or flock-like form, and multiwall CNTs with a narrow tube diameter showed a 

wool-like form. On the other hand, multiwall CNTs with a thick tube diameter showed a rod-like form. 

Section 3.5 presents a case of measurement performed in a pilot-scale plant where CNTs are synthesized, 

harvested, and packed. A trace level of elemental carbon was detected in the total airborne particles 

collected inside the enclosure during the harvesting and packing. Judging from the fractions of elemental 

carbon with temperature, the detected elemental carbon was considered to correspond to the emitted CNTs. 

In the SEM observation, micron-sized agglomerated CNTs were found in the sample collected inside the 

enclosure during the harvesting and packing processes. No particles that appeared to be CNTs were 

observed for other locations and processes. 

Section 3.6 provides an evaluation of the capability and limits of carbon analysis as a method for 

separately quantifying CNTs and polymer matrices released via the mechanical processing of their 

composites. The separation and determination of CNTs via carbon analysis were practically possible for the 

fragments of the CNT composites formed with polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP), polyamide (PA) 12, 

polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), and polyacetal (POM) (CNT content 1%–10%). On the other hand, 

polycarbonate (PC), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) were detected 

partially as elemental carbon and, because of the overlapping with the combustion temperature of CNTs, 

complete separation from CNTs was difficult. The CNTs contained in the polymer tended to burn at a 

slightly lower temperature compared with the original CNT powder. 

Section 3.7 presents a case of grinding and crushing tests for CNT composites. During the grinding and 

crushing of the composites, nano- to micron-sized particles were generated. The nano-sized particles were 

considered as condensed particles of the volatile component of the polymer matrix generated by the 

frictional heat. In the electron microscopic observation of the released particles, mixed particles of the 

polymer matrix and CNTs (particles with protruding CNTs) were observed in many cases. Particles mainly 

composed of CNTs were observed when grinding and crushing the poorly dispersed CNT composites. 
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Section 3.8 presents a case of weathering (ultraviolet irradiation) and abrasion tests for CNT-containing 

styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). In the electron microscopic observation, cracks were observed on the 

surface of the test samples after the weathering test and the presence of CNTs in the cracks was confirmed. 

After the abrasion tests, spots that appeared to be the tip of the CNTs were visible on the surface of the test 

samples; however, no CNTs clearly protruding from the surface were observed. No CNTs detached from 

the polymer matrix and particles with protruding CNTs were observed in either the deposited abrasion 

powder or the aerosol particles. 

Section 3.9 presents a case of the measurement performed in a facility for extruding and pelletizing CNT 

composites. The release of particles mainly composed of CNTs (CNT agglomerates) and partly composed 

of CNTs (particles with protruding CNTs) was confirmed via electron microscopic observation. However, 

the carbon analysis results indicated that the concentrations in the area where workers were present were 

lower than the OEL of 30 µg/m3 for respirable CNTs, which is the value suggested by AIST. The enclosure 

and the local exhaust ventilation system effectively suppressed CNT exposure. 

Section 3.10 presents a case of the measurement performed in a facility for cutting of 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated film. The airborne particles in the vicinity of the cutting site and at a reference 

site were measured. However, the release of carbon nanomaterials was not confirmed. 

Section 3.11 provides an evaluation of the capability of carbon analysis as a method for quantitative 

determination of graphenes. Graphenes were detected mainly as elemental carbon; however, a relatively 

high temperature was required to burn all of them.  

Section 3.12 provides a measurement example of the aerosol particle release during the handling of dry 

graphene powder. The simulation of a transfer operation was performed using commercial exfoliated 

graphene. The airborne particles of agglomerated graphene with sizes ranging from several hundreds of 

nanometers to several micrometers were released during the transfer of the dry graphene powder. The 

release of graphene powder can be detected by using aerosol measuring instruments and carbon analysis. 

The result indicated that photometers and BCMs possibly underestimate the value when the calibration is 

not performed with the graphene of interest 

Section 3.13 provides a measurement example of the aerosol particle release during the cutting of the 

integrated film of exfoliated graphene. Some layered particles (unclear if they were exfoliated graphene) 

were observed in the electron microscopic observation of the airborne particles collected at the time of the 

cutting of the integrated film; however, they were at a level undetectable by aerosol measuring instruments 

and carbon analysis. Therefore, it was considered that the release of graphene at the time of the cutting of 

the integrated film was negligible.  
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1. Status and issues of emission and exposure evaluation of carbon 
nanomaterials 

 

Section 1.1 discusses the international trends in emission and exposure measurements, Section 1.2 

discusses the occupational exposure limits, and Section 1.3 discusses the status and issues. 

 
1.1 International trends in emission and exposure measurements 

Currently, measuring airborne nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphenes, is 

conducted primarily with real-time aerosol measuring instruments and through chemical analysis and 

electron microscope observation of aerosol particles collected with filters and others. 

 

Background: nanomaterials 

In 2008, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) issued ISO TR12885 

Nanotechnologies—Health and safety practices in occupational settings relevant to nanotechnologies, 

which includes the characterization of nanomaterials in a working environment. This document provides a 

comprehensive summary of the available characterization methods, including the measurement of mass, 

number, and surface area concentration, and particle size distribution, and it discusses the collection of 

samples and the measurement of particles with high aspect ratios. Approaches to Safe Nanotechnology, 

issued by the U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in 2009 (NIOSH 2009), 

also discusses in detail the available characterization methods. 

Several organizations have suggested tiered approaches as a practical sampling strategy for measuring 

nanomaterials in working environments. In the Nanoparticle Emission Assessment Technique (NEAT) 

proposed by NIOSH (NIOSH 2009; Methner et al. 2010a) and the guidance document published by the 

working party of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (OECD 2009), a 

procedural flow has been suggested. This flow starts with measurements using portable real-time 

measuring instruments, a condensation particle counter (CPC), and an optical particle counter (OPC). If a 

rise in concentration is observed, more detailed measurements will be performed, including electron 

microscope observations, chemical analysis of aerosol particles collected by filtration, measurement of an 

individual’s exposure, and investigation of contamination on walls and floors. NIOSH has used this method 

to measure emitted nanomaterials at 12 facilities that handle nanomaterials, including two facilities with 

multiwall CNTs (MWCNT) and two facilities with carbon nanofibers (CNF) (Methner et al. 2010b). 

Although CPC cannot obtain concentrations for different particle sizes, it can measure the total 

concentration of particles sized at approximately 0.01–>1 µm, and OPC can typically measure the 

concentrations of particles approximately 0.3–10 µm in size. Therefore, these two types of equipment 

enable particles to be measured over a wide size range—from nano- to micro-sized particles—including 

dispersed particles, aggregates, and agglomerates. In addition, portable and relatively inexpensive versions 

of these instruments are available. 

The tiered procedural flow proposed by German agencies (IUTA and other agencies 2011) focuses on 
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measuring emitted nanoscale particles. In this procedural flow, Tier 1 is 'information gathering' to establish 

whether there is a possible release of nanoscale particles, and Tier 2 is the 'basic exposure assessment' of 

whether the occupational exposure limit (OEL), benchmark values, or the background were exceeded (e.g., 

measurement with a CPC). Tier 3 is 'expert exposure assessment' by measurement with a scanning mobility 

particle sizer (SMPS), a fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS), or a CPC, and detailed analysis (chemical 

analysis and electron microscope observation) of aerosol particles collected by filters and others. 

A document issued by Safe Work Australia (International Laboratory for Air Quality and Health 2012) 

created by International Laboratory for Air Quality and Health, Queensland University of Technology, 

provides application examples of measurements with a CPC, OPC, light-scattering aerosol photometer, 

SMPS, and nanoparticle surface area monitor (NSAM). In addition, detailed analysis (chemical analysis 

and electron microscope observation) of aerosol particles collected by filters is provided. 

In 2015, the OECD working party issued Harmonized Tiered Approach to Measure and Assess the 

Potential Exposure to Airborne Emissions of Engineered Nano-Objects and Their Agglomerates and 

Aggregates at Workplaces. The initiative was led by the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the 

OECD and was based on a systematic evaluation of the similarities and differences among 14 currently 

used or proposed tiered approaches (OECD 2015). In 2017, the OECD working party issued another report 

titled Strategies, Techniques and Sampling Protocols for Determining the Concentrations of Manufactured 

Nanomaterials in Air at the Workplace, which presents the findings of research undertaken in non-industrial 

nanotechnology workplaces involving the measurement of nanomaterials emissions and exposures (OECD 

2017). The six case studies presented in this report demonstrate how measurement and assessment of 

nanomaterials can be undertaken and how results can be interpreted. The findings of this report support 

application of a three-tiered approach. 

On the other hand, NIOSH proposed an alternative approach to the tiered approach. Based on engineered 

nanomaterial emission and exposure characterization studies conducted at more than 60 different facilities, 

NIOSH improved NEAT (hereafter referred to as NEAT 1.0) and proposed NEAT 2.0 (Eastlake et al. 2016). 

NEAT 1.0 focuses primarily on nanomaterial emissions (identifying processes or job tasks during which 

emissions could occur), whereas NEAT 2.0 focuses on worker exposure and emphasizes the evaluation of 

exposure throughout the day in worker breathing zones via filter sampling. The recommendations proposed 

in NIOSH 2.0 include: 

・ Two (or three) filter-based samples (with open-face sample cassettes and/or size-selective inlets for 

inhalable or respirable particles) are collected at the personal breathing zone, source, area, and 

background locations. The use of shift-based and long-term sampling, as opposed to task-based or 

short-term, provides the opportunity for comparison with applicable time-weighted average 

occupational exposure levels. Elemental analysis and electron microscopic observation are conducted. 

・ Portable direct-reading instruments (DRIs) are used to supplement the data from the filter-based 

samples. A set of DRIs, such as a CPC, OPC, and photometer are used primarily to identify the 

sources of the emissions and to determine the activities that affect their release. DRIs are placed as 

close as possible to the process or task, alongside the filter-based samples, and run simultaneously 
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throughout the sampling period. 

・ Incorporation of surface wipe sampling is often useful to identify nanomaterial migration. 

 

Background: CNTs 

In many instances, CNTs have been measured in working environments using aerosol measuring 

instruments and by the observation of the collected particles using electron microscopy and 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Han et al. 2008; Bello et al. 2008; Tsai et al. 2009b; Johnson 

et al. 2010; Dahm et al. 2013). 

Safe Work Australia (2010) has verified a CNT response specifically for 10-nm-diameter MWCNTs 

using an electrical low-pressure impactor (ELPI) and an SMPS. By collecting CNTs at each stage of the 

ELPI or with a gold-coated polycarbonate filter (pore size 100 nm; modified ISO14966 for asbestos), they 

have demonstrated that it was possible to make observations with a field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FE-SEM). 

As a method for quantifying CNTs, NIOSH has proposed the use of carbon analysis NIOSH Method 

5040, developed for measuring organic carbon (OC) and elemental carbon (EC) such as diesel particles 

(NIOSH 2013). NIOSH Method 5040 allows a comparison with the Recommended Exposure Limit (REL). 

NIOSH has reported measurement cases using this method at facilities that handle CNTs and CNFs and 

have also demonstrated the effectiveness of the method (Birch et al. 2011; Dahm et al. 2012). The National 

Institute of Occupational Safety and Health of Japan (JNIOSH) has also performed measurements at 

facilities that handle CNTs using this method (Takaya et al. 2010, 2012). 

In addition, instances have been reported of detecting and quantifying CNTs by using the amount of 

metal catalysts contained as impurities within the CNT as an indicator of the CNT mass (Maynard et al. 

2004; Birch et al. 2011; R’mili et al. 2011; Rasmussen et al. 2013; Reed et al. 2013). In 2016, the OECD 

working party issued Strategy for Using Metal Impurities as Carbon Nanotube Tracers, which describes 

practical and cost-effective monitoring approaches for using metal impurities in CNTs as indicators of their 

presence in the workplace (OECD 2016). 

Instances have also been reported of the number concentration in air being estimated by counting the 

number of CNT fibers or the number of CNT agglomerates using electron microscope observations of the 

particles collected by filters (Han et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2010; Ogura et al. 2011; Hedmer et al. 2014; Dahm 

et al. 2015; Ludvigsson et al. 2016). 

In Japan, carbon analysis and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) have been suggested as 

methods for performing working environment measurements for certain multiwall CNTs (MWNT-7 and 

NT-7K manufactured by Bussan Nanotech Research Institute, Inc., Nano Carbon Technologies Co. Ltd., or 

Hodogaya Chemical Co. Ltd.) by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan (2016). In the HPLC 

method, a marker (benzo[ghi]perylene) adsorbed on CNTs is quantified via HPLC to determine the amount 

of CNTs (Ohnishi et al. 2013, 2016). 

Detailed guidance has recently been provided by NIOSH of the particle sampling and preparation 

method for transmission electron microscopy (NIOSH 2017). This is the filter dissolution method used to 
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measure asbestos, with some modification.  

 
Background: graphene 

There are a few precedents for evaluating graphene emission and exposure (Lo et al. 2011; Heitbrink et al. 

2015). NIOSH has conducted evaluations in graphene manufacturing facilities using aerosol measuring 

instruments (Lo et al. 2011; Heitbrink et al. 2015). Lee et al. (2016) evaluated graphene emission and 

exposure at graphene manufacturing facilities using aerosol measuring instruments, carbon analysis 

(NIOSH Method 5040), and electron microscopy of collected aerosol particles. 

 

CNT composites 

In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the emission of aerosol particles 

containing CNTs during the machining, abrading, or degrading (primarily through ultraviolet rays) of CNT 

composites. Aerosol measuring instruments are often used to measure the number of particles released into 

the air; however, such instruments cannot discriminate between CNTs and other particles. Generally, 

processes such as machining and abrading generate aerosol particles even when the CNTs are not present. In 

many instances, assessments such as the identification of CNT releases rely on electron microscopy. In a 

unique method, Schlagenhauf et al. (2015a) used CNTs labeled with lead ions in advance and quantified the 

CNTs exposed or detached from the abraded surfaces. Similarly, Rhiem et al. (2016) used CNTs labeled 

with a radioactive isotope to quantitatively evaluate the CNT release. 

In the NanoRelease Consumer Products project, sponsored by the International Life Sciences Institute 

(ILSI), emission assessments were conducted focusing on multiwall CNT composites (Canady et al. 2013; 

Nowack et al. 2013; Froggett et al. 2014; Kingston et al. 2014; Kaiser et al. 2014; Harper et al. 2015). 

Based on the results obtained, a new proposal for standardization via ISO/TC229/WG3 is being planned. 

 
1.2 Occupational exposure limits 

Although there is no legally enforceable occupational exposure limit (OEL) for CNTs, recommended 

OELs have been suggested by several organizations and companies (Table 1.2.1). It should be noted that 

the terminology and meaning differ slightly between each organization and company. These OELs are 

determined as values of mass concentration and are often proposed for the values of a respirable particle 

concentration (values that exclude large particles that do not reach the lungs; according to the ISO7708 

definition, 4-µm particles are reduced by 50%). CNTs often agglomerate, and many of the animal tests that 

are the basis of these OELs were performed using agglomerated CNTs. In the NEDO project Research and 

Development of Nanoparticle Characterization Methods (No. P06041) (Nakanishi 2011), toxicological 

tests were performed for CNTs that had been dispersed to some extent. However, the difference in the 

effects of an agglomerated state is not yet clear. 

As regards fibrous particles, for which an OEL is yet to be determined, the British Standard (2007) and 

the German IFA (2009) have proposed a provisional benchmark, namely 1/10 of the asbestos OEL based on 

the number of fibers (0.01 fibers/cm3). However, CNTs exist generally in an agglomerated state, i.e., a form 
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that is not countable, as fibers are. 

No reports on or recommendations regarding OELs for graphenes have been published thus far. The 

Japan Society for Occupational Health (2016) recommended that the OEL of graphite be set at 0.5 mg/m3 

for respirable dust and 2 mg/m3 for total dust (herein defined as dust collected at a speed of 50 to 80 cm/s). 

 
Table 1.2.1 OELs for CNT working environments 

Source Material Proposed value 
(µg/m3) 

Comments 

AIST etc. 
NEDO Project (P06041) 

(Nakanishi 2011) 

CNT 30 
(respirable 
particles) 

This value assumes sub-chronic exposure 8 
h/day for 5 days/week over 15 years. It is 
premised on a reevaluation within 10 years. 

U.S. NIOSH 
(NIOSH 2013) 

CNT・CNF 1 
(respirable 
particles) 

Recommended Exposure Limit (REL), 
TWA 

ENRHES Project  
(EC 2010) 

CNT 0.7–30 Derived No-Effect Level (DNEL) 

Bayer (Pauluhn 2010) The company’s  
own MWCNT 

50 Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL), TWA 

Nanocyl (Luizi 2009) The company’s 
own MWCNT 

2.5  

Aschberger et al. (2011) CNT 1–2 Indicative No-Effect Level (INEL) 
TWA: Time weighted average 

 

1.3 Status and issues 
Appropriate metric and measurement method to manage emission and exposure 

CNTs vary widely depending on factors such as tube diameter, number of layers, shape, agglomerated 

state, and impurities (carbon other than CNTs; catalytic metal). Such properties cannot be expressed using a 

single metric. Similarly, graphenes exhibit much variety in thickness (number of layers), sheet size, shape, 

agglomerated state, and impurities. The relationship between these individual properties and their harmful 

effects is unclear. Although some theories propose that the harmful effects are related to the surface area or 

volume of the material (Maynard and Kuempel 2005; Pauluhn 2011), the appropriate metric for assessing 

the health effects has yet to be determined definitively. 

Currently, the OELs for CNTs (see Table 1.2.1) and other nanomaterials are determined as mass 

concentrations, as the toxicological tests for these are performed and evaluated using mass concentrations. 

As CNTs have a large surface area and volume per mass, the mass-based OELs for CNTs are equal to or 

lower than the most severe value of the OELs for other dust (e.g., the OELs from the Japan Society for 

Occupational Health (2016) are 30 µg/m3 for crystalline silica and 500–2000 µg/m3 for the 1st–3rd dust 

classes, as respirable dust). Therefore, measurements of low levels of CNT mass concentrations are 

required, implying that measuring technology that is more accurate, discrimination from background 

particles, and/or sampling over prolonged periods are required. 

CNTs are often agglomerated, and the currently proposed OELs are the total values including these 

agglomerated particles. Although the relationship between the harmful effects and the degree of 

agglomeration is not well known yet, the sites and fractions of deposition in the respiratory system vary for 

the agglomerated size (e.g., the deposition fraction into the pulmonary alveoli for particles with sizes of 

several tens of nanometers is several times higher than that for submicron- to micron-sized particles). In 
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future, as the differences in the harmful effects related to the degree of agglomeration become better known, 

or as CNTs are developed to be more easily dispersed and aerosolized in a non-agglomerated form, 

measurement and evaluation could be required to consider the differences in the agglomerated size. 

Furthermore, it is possible to use metrics other than mass concentration. 

In measurements aimed at determining the generation source and evaluating the effect of exposure 

control measures, other than for comparison with an OEL, measuring mass concentration is not necessarily 

suitable. Considering the currently available measurement technology, measuring the number concentration 

would be effective, especially when obtaining size-specific data. Although it is unlikely for CNTs and 

graphenes to be aerosolized in air as a single fiber or one sheet, these do take on various agglomerated sizes. 

Therefore, measuring particle sizes over a large range is desirable (i.e., nano- to micron-sized particles). 

In future, the progress of carbon nanomaterial applications would lead to the handling of carbon 

nanomaterials in small business facilities, thereby introducing the need for inexpensive and simple 

measurement methods for exposure control of carbon nanomaterials on a daily basis. 

 

Discrimination between carbon nanomaterials and background particles 

Workplaces such as factories have various aerosol particles in the background. In addition, tasks 

involving carbon nanomaterials could generate particles other than carbon nanomaterials. Most aerosol 

measuring instruments cannot distinguish between the carbon nanomaterials of interest and other aerosols. 

Therefore, it is important to compare instances with and without specific tasks being performed and to 

compare a point in the vicinity of the generation source with a control point. Generally, because carbon 

nanomaterials agglomerate easily, an increase in concentration is often observed with particles from 

submicron to micron size. On the other hand, since the background concentration of nano-sized particles is 

generally relatively high, no increase in concentration in the nano-sized particles is often observed when 

carbon nanomaterial powder is handled. To determine whether nano-sized particles have been released and 

the size distribution of the released particles, a simulated emission test (often called dustiness test) in the 

absence of any background particles is helpful. 

Although carbon analysis (NIOSH 2013) cannot discriminate between the carbon nanomaterials of 

interest and other (e.g., combustion-derived) carbonaceous particles when they burn at a similar 

temperature, it is an effective method for separating and discriminating carbon nanomaterials from 

non-carbonaceous particles. In addition, a black carbon monitor (BCM), also known as an aethalometer, is 

sensitive only to light-absorbing particles such as carbon nanomaterials and is non-sensitive to most 

background particles. As another method, there is a method of measuring catalytic metals included as 

impurities in the carbon nanomaterials of interest as indices (OECD 2016), as well as a method of 

measuring a marker adsorbed on CNTs using high-performance liquid chromatography (Ohnishi et al. 2013, 

2016). Although it requires time and effort, a reliable way to verify the existence and form of carbon 

nanomaterials is by observing them using an electron microscope. 
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Release of carbon nanomaterials as composites 

When carbon nanomaterials are mixed with a polymer matrix to form composites, fragments of the 

polymer matrix containing the carbon nanomaterial would be released during machining, abrading, or 

crushing. The hazardous effect of carbon nanomaterials in this state is not clear yet; however, most studies 

have reported that abraded particles from CNT composites were not as harmful as CNT powder or no more 

harmful than the polymer matrix not containing CNTs (Wohlleben et al. 2011, 2013; Ging et al. 2014; 

Schlagenhauf et al. 2015a, b). On the other hand, it has been reported that intratracheal administration of 

abraded particles from CNT composites had an effect similar to that of CNT powder on the liver (Saber et 

al. 2016). 

It is difficult to discriminate between carbon nanomaterials and polymer matrices when they are released 

together. Moreover, it is difficult to discriminate between carbon nanomaterials detached from and 

embedded in a polymer matrix.  
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2. Method for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials 
 

The methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials include on-line aerosol measurement, off-line 

quantitative analysis, and electron microscope observation, the details of which are discussed in Sections 

2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively. Section 2.4 discusses application examples of individual measurement 

methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials. Section 2.5 discusses the practical methods for the 

emission and exposure management of airborne carbon nanomaterials released from their composites. 

 

2.1 On-line aerosol measurement 
Table 2.1.1 lists the commercially available portable aerosol measuring instruments that are relatively 

inexpensive. The measurable range of particle sizes for each of these measuring instruments is presented in 

Figure 2.1.1. 

The guidance document published by the OECD working party (OECD 2009) suggests the use of a CPC 

and an OPC as a preliminary investigation for an environment where nanomaterials are handled. The 

combined use of a CPC and an OPC enables measuring of the particles over a wide range of sizes as 

number concentrations because the CPC can measure the total number concentration of particles sized at 

approximately 0.01–>1 µm and the OPC can typically measure the size-classified number concentration of 

particles of approximately 0.3–10 µm size. In addition to these instruments, a light-scattering aerosol 

photometer (hereafter, photometer) and a BCM would be effective for measuring carbon nanomaterials. In 

the documents provided by International Laboratory for Air Quality and Health (2012), and NIOSH 

(Eastlake et al. 2016), and the OECD working party (OECD 2017), a photometer is used as a simple 

measuring instruments for nanomaterials. The photometer is used widely to measure dust in environments 

including offices, industrial workplaces, and the outdoors and can measure the approximate mass 

concentration of aerosols, whereas the BCM can be used to measure the mass concentration of black carbon 

in ambient air. A portable commercial BCM has been developed in recent years. 

A limitation of these instruments—except for the BCM—is that they cannot differentiate between carbon 

nanomaterials and other particles. These instruments have a response to all aerosols, i.e., not only carbon 

nanomaterials but also background particles, including particles generated by combustion, wear, and 

abrasion. On the other hand, the BCM is sensitive only to light-absorbing particles (including carbon 

nanomaterials) and is non-sensitive to most background particles. However, even the BCM cannot 

differentiate between the carbon nanomaterials of interest and other light-absorbing particles, such as soot 

generated in the combustion process. When measurements are conducted at a work site, it is important for 

all the instruments to consider the contribution of the background particle concentrations by comparing the 

concentrations before or after the work (or when there is no work) with the measurements obtained when 

work is in progress. Alternatively, a comparison between the work site (near the generation source) and a 

control point (away from the source) and, if possible, simultaneous measurements with multiple identical 

instruments is preferred to evaluate the increases in concentration associated with the release of carbon 

nanomaterials. However, it should be noted that there could be differences in response even for identical 
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instruments because of instrumental deviations. Therefore, it is important to examine such differences in 

advance by measurement with multiple instruments placed side by side and, if necessary, to make 

corrections in order to produce balanced results. 

To verify the size distribution of the released carbon nanomaterials and the response (i.e., sensitivity) of 

the measuring instrument to carbon nanomaterials, a simulated emission test (e.g., a dustiness test) in the 

absence of any background particles is helpful. Generally, carbon nanomaterials are agglomerated, and 

when handled as a powder (for example, unsealing, weighing, transferring, and pouring), the main release 

is often in the form of an agglomerated particle of submicron to micron size (Ogura et al. 2012). In such 

instance, measurement with the OPC, photometer, or BCM, which are all responsive to submicron- to 

micron-sized particles, is considered effective for detecting the released carbon nanomaterials. 

If carbon nanomaterials were handled in a more dispersed state, they could be released as smaller 

particles (for example, aerosolization of carbon nanomaterials that are dispersed well in solution). Using a 

CPC would be effective in such instances. However, apart from a clean room environment, detecting slight 

emission of small particles of carbon nanomaterials is often difficult because nano-sized aerosol particles 

generally exist in both indoor and outdoor environments, ranging from a few thousand to several tens of 

thousands per cm3. 

Generally, the presence of background particles makes it is difficult for aerosol measuring instruments to 

detect carbon nanomaterials that are at a level equivalent to that of OELs. However, aerosol measuring 

instruments can measure instantaneous increases in concentration and therefore the average concentration 

of the entire work environment would be kept low by detecting and controlling the peak concentration 

(especially in the vicinity of the emission source). 

As regards portable instruments other than the abovementioned aerosol instruments, particle-measuring 

devices based on diffusion charging are available that can reveal the average particle size and an 

approximate concentration count (Fierz et al. 2011; Buonanno et al. 2014). Although larger and more 

expensive than the abovementioned measuring instruments, an SMPS, FMPS, and ELPI are measuring 

instruments that can obtain the number concentrations of different-sized particles, including those smaller 

than 100 nm. An aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) is a measuring instrument that can obtain the number 

concentrations for different particle sizes (0.5–10 µm). However, the problem of discrimination between 

the carbon nanomaterial of interest and the background particles is similar to that of the abovementioned 

portable instruments. 

An evaluation example of the response to CNTs for a BCM and a photometer, which was carried out by 

TASC, is presented in Section 3.2. In addition, examples of released CNT and graphene detection using a 

CPC, OPC, photometer, and BCM are provided in Sections 3.3, 3.9, and 3.12. 
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Table 2.1.1 Portable and relatively inexpensive commercial aerosol measuring instruments 
 Measured 

metrics 
Operating principles Usefulness and limitations 

Optical particle 
counter (OPC) 

Number 
concentration of 
submicron- to 
micron-sized 
particles (0.3–
10 µm*) 

The aerosols are measured by light-scattering 
with a laser. Approximate particle size is 
obtained from the intensity of scattered light, 
and particle number from the count of the 
scattered light. 

Suitable for detection of 
agglomerated carbon nanomaterials. 
Number and approximate size of 
particles can be obtained. 
Discrimination from background 
particles is problematic. 
US$ 5,000–20,000*. 

Condensation 
particle counter 
(CPC) 

Number 
concentration of 
nano- to 
submicron-sized 
particles (0.01–
>1 µm*) 

Basic measuring principles are the same as 
those of OPC, but the sample air is introduced 
into a supersaturated atmosphere of alcohol (or 
water) and, through alcohol (or water) vapor 
condensing on the particles, they grow larger. 
Particles smaller than those measurable with 
the OPC can be measured. However, particle 
size information is not available. 

Suitable when emission of nano-sized 
particles of carbon nanomaterials is 
expected (e.g., handling dispersed 
carbon nanomaterials). 
Discrimination from background 
particles is problematic. 
US$ 10,000–15,000*. 

Light-scattering 
aerosol 
photometer 
(photometer) 

Mass 
concentration of 
submicron- to 
micron-sized 
particles (>0.1 
µm*) (approx. 
value) 

Total light-scattering intensity of aerosol 
particles is detected by passing through laser 
irradiation. Aerosol mass concentration is 
roughly linearly proportional to amount of 
scattered light; therefore, approximate mass 
concentration of the aerosol particles and 
relative concentration change can be measured. 
To obtain accurate mass concentration of the 
carbon nanomaterial of interest, sensitivity of 
the instrument to the carbon nanomaterial must 
be known in advance (see Sections 3.2 and 
3.12). 

If sensitivity is properly corrected, 
comparison with OEL based on mass 
concentration is possible to some 
extent. Discrimination from 
background particles is problematic.  
US$ 3,000–10,000*. 

Black carbon 
monitor (BCM) 
(aethalometer) 

Mass 
concentration of 
black carbon 
(approx. value) 

Mass concentration of light-absorbing 
particles, such as black carbon, is estimated by 
measuring the attenuation of a light beam 
transmitted through aerosol particles that are 
continuously collected on a filter set in the 
instrument. To obtain accurate mass 
concentration of the carbon nanomaterial of 
interest, the sensitivity of the instrument to the 
carbon nanomaterial must be known in 
advance (see Sections 3.2 and 3.12). 

If sensitivity is properly corrected, 
comparison with OEL based on mass 
concentration is possible to some 
extent. The BCM is only sensitive to 
light-absorbing particles (including 
carbon nanomaterials) and not to 
most background particles. 
Sensitivity drops with particle load 
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.12). 
US$ 10,000–* 

*Approximate value that differs depending on the manufacturer and performance. 
 

 

Figure 2.1.1 Measurable range of particle sizes for each of the aerosol measuring instruments 
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2.2 Off-line quantitative analysis 
As discussed in Section 1.2, the OELs for CNTs are currently determined using mass concentration 

values. Table 2.2.1 lists the methods for quantifying the mass concentration of carbon nanomaterials. A 

straightforward method is to measure the mass of carbon nanomaterials collected through a filter by an 

ultra-microbalance (i.e., gravimetric analysis). However, separation discrimination between carbon 

nanomaterials and background particles is not possible, and the quantitation limit is generally high. In many 

instances, quantifying carbon nanomaterials as an amount of carbon using carbon analysis is considered 

effective. Other methods include performing elemental analysis of a metal catalyst, contained as an 

impurity in the carbon nanomaterial, as an indicator of the mass of the carbon nanomaterial. Furthermore, a 

method for measuring a marker adsorbed on CNTs using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

has been proposed as a highly sensitive method (Ohnishi et al. 2013, 2016; Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare of Japan 2015). This measurement acts as an indicator of the mass of the CNTs. Carbon analysis 

and HPLC have been suggested as methods for performing working environment measurements for certain 

multiwall CNTs (MWNT-7 and NT-7K manufactured by Bussan Nanotech Research Institute, Inc., Nano 

Carbon Technologies Co. Ltd., or Hodogaya Chemical Co. Ltd.) by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare of Japan (2016). 

Other than those mentioned above, a device is available in the market that measure collected 

subnanogram CNTs using Raman spectroscopy. Bieri et al. (2017) reported that this device can distinguish 

CNTs and graphenes from dust or other particles commonly found in occupational settings, such as carbon 

black. 

 

Table 2.2.1 Off-line measuring methods for quantifying mass concentrations of carbon 
nanomaterials 

 Method Usefulness and limitations 
Gravimetric 
analysis 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter, and the 
mass concentration of sampled aerosol particles is 
determined by weighing the mass of the filter with 
an ultra-microbalance before and after sampling. 

Separation discrimination between carbon 
nanomaterials and background particles is not 
possible. Only applicable when background particle 
concentration is low or the concentration of the 
carbon nanomaterial of interest is high. 

Carbon 
analysis 

Aerosol particles collected using a quartz fiber filter 
are heated, and the vaporized or burned carbon is 
measured. NIOSH Method 5040, IMPROVE 
method, and the like. 

Separation discrimination from background particles 
other than carbon is possible. Depending on heating 
and combustion conditions, separation from organic 
carbon, soot, and the like is possible to some extent. 
No preprocessing is generally required. 

Elemental 
analysis 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter. By 
measuring catalytic metal (impurity) contained in 
carbon nanomaterials on the filter, the quantity of 
the carbon nanomaterials is estimated. ICP-AES, 
ICP-MS, and the like. 

This method is applicable only when the metal 
content percentage in the carbon nanomaterial of 
interest is relatively high and constant. Usually, 
preprocessing is required by dissolving in solution. 

HPLC 
method 

Aerosol particles are collected using a filter. After 
the filter is dissolved and CNTs on the filter are 
extracted, they are made to adsorb the marker 
(benzo[ghi]perylene) and subsequently quantified 
via HPLC to determine the amount of CNTs. 

This is a highly sensitive method. A calibration curve 
is required for each CNT product of interest. This 
method is not applicable to CNTs embedded in 
polymers. 
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(a) Gravimetric analysis 

Aerosol particles are collected with a filter not affected significantly by moisture and gas absorption 

(e.g., Teflon fiber), and the mass concentration of the sampled aerosol particles is determined by 

weighing the mass of the filter with an ultra-microbalance before and after sampling. Although this 

method is the most straightforward, discrimination identification between the carbon nanomaterials and 

background particles is not possible. Therefore, it is only applicable to low concentrations of 

background particles, such as in a clean laboratory or when the concentration of the carbon 

nanomaterial of interest is high (the background concentration of respirable particles in a general 

environment is typically 10–50 µg/m3). Although the quantitation limit for this method is also 

dependent on the total sampling volume of the filter sample, it is typically of the order of several tens of 

µg/m3. A measurement instance performed by TASC at a facility for manufacturing single-wall CNTs is 

presented in Section 3.5. 

 

(b) Carbon analysis 

Carbon analysis is a quantitative method with relatively high sensitivity and it would perform 

separation discrimination from background particles other than carbon. It is considered a reliable 

quantitative measurement method for carbon nanomaterials. 

As an example of carbon analysis, NIOSH Method 5040 is recommended as a method for quantifying 

airborne CNTs and carbon nanofibers (CNFs) (NIOSH 2003; 2013). As a similar method, the 

Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) method (Chow et al. 1993) is 

applied widely in the analysis of carbon components of environmental atmospheric samples (e.g., in the 

evaluation of PM2.5). These are fractional determination methods for organic carbon (OC) and 

elemental carbon (EC) in aerosol particles (Figure 2.2.1). A sample collected with a quartz fiber filter is 

heated in stages in a helium atmosphere to vaporize OC. Subsequently, the EC is burned by heating in 

stages in the presence of oxygen. The vaporized or burned carbon is completely oxidized to CO2 with a 

catalyst. Subsequently, by reducing it to CH4 with a catalyst, it is detected using a flame ionization 

detector (FID). Carbon nanomaterials can be detected essentially in the EC fraction. The background 

EC concentration in a general environment is typically less than a few µg/m3. The quantitation limit for 

this method depends on the total sampling volume of the filter sample but is typically ~1 µg/m3. The 

recommended exposure limit of 1 µg/m3 for CNTs and CNFs proposed by NIOSH (2013) has been 

determined based on this quantitation limit.  

Evaluations of CNT and graphene quantification by carbon analysis carried out by TASC are 

presented in Sections 3.1, 3.6, and 3.11. In addition, measurement cases are presented in Sections 3.5, 

3.9, 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13. 
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Figure 2.2.1 Example of carbon analysis 

 

Considerations regarding carbon analysis are as follows: 

・ When heated in stages in a helium atmosphere, some of the OC is carbonized (changed into soot) 

and detected as EC. Usually, in carbon analysis, the optical properties of a filter sample are 

monitored (reflection and transmission), and a correction is made assuming the carbonized organic 

components absorb light in the same manner as EC (called thermal–optical carbon analysis). 

However, if micron-sized carbon nanomaterial agglomerates are collected in spots on a filter, the 

correction could be performed improperly. Furthermore, when the EC concentration is low, slight 

variations in the optical correction could lead to a significant error. From a safety standpoint, 

underestimating the EC (i.e., the amount of the carbon nanomaterial) must be avoided; therefore, it 

may be better not to use the optical correction. Even without optical correction, when the presence 

of organic components contributing to soot generation in a sample is equal to that in a control 

sample, the soot contribution would be considered by comparison with the control sample. 

・ Only a portion of a filter sample (typically a 1.5-cm2 rectangular punch) is analyzed usually at one 

time because the optical properties of the filter are monitored for the optical correction. Therefore, 

to obtain an accurate value, particles must be collected homogeneously on the entire filter (or 

multiple analyses are required to measure the entire filter). However, when an impactor or cyclone 

for collecting respirable particles is connected to a filter holder, aerosol particles could be collected 

unevenly on the entire filter as they tend to concentrate in a small area in a straight direction from 

the air inlet of the filter holder. In such instance, an alternative method can be adopted whereby the 

entire filter is folded and introduced into the measuring equipment to measure the total amount on 

the filter, even though optical correction cannot be applied. This obviates the need for 

homogeneous aerosol collection on the entire filer and facilitates the detection of carbon 

nanomaterials as the absolute quantity increases. We have verified that the total quantity of the 

entire filter can be measured by folding a filter of diameter 37 mm and placing it into the 

measuring equipment (Hashimoto et al. 2013). 

・ In the typical heating conditions in NIOSH Method 5040, the temperature in a helium atmosphere 

is raised to >800°C, and a single measurement lasts approximately 15 min. In contrast, in the 

typical heating conditions in the IMPROVE method, the temperature in a helium atmosphere is 
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only raised to ~550°C, and a single measurement lasts approximately 30 min. Because the final 

temperature in a helium atmosphere in the IMPROVE method is lower than that in NIOSH Method 

5040, the duration time in the former is generally required to be longer. When the duration time is 

extended in a helium atmosphere, carbonization tends to occur to a larger extent, thereby 

increasing the amount of carbonized OC (detected as EC).  

・ NIOSH has adopted heating conditions based on NIOSH Method 5040 for measuring CNTs, and 

Ono et al. of JNIOSH have employed conditions based on the IMPROVE method (Ono-Ogasawara 

and Myojo 2011; Ono-Ogasawara et al. 2013). 

・ Although CNTs are essentially detected as EC, certain types of CNTs were detected in the range of 

several percentages to ten percent when heated to high temperatures, even in a helium atmosphere 

(refer to Sections 3.1 and 3.6). Doudrick et al. (2012) reported that the lower the intensity ratio of 

the G and D band in the Raman spectrum (the G/D ratio, used as an indicator of the amount of 

CNT defects), the easier it would disappear in a helium atmosphere. In the case of such CNTs, it is 

necessary to calculate the value while taking into consideration the disappeared portion in a helium 

atmosphere, or by adopting the IMPROVE-method-based temperature-raising condition to avoid 

heating to a high temperature in a helium atmosphere. 

・ To completely burn MWCNTs of large diameter (more than several tens of nm) and certain types 

of graphene, the final temperature in an oxygen-helium atmosphere has to be increased (e.g., to 

approximately 950 °C; see Sections 3.1 and 3.11). Preferably, the combustion temperature of the 

carbon nanomaterial of interest must be checked in advance to determine the appropriate heating 

conditions. The information on combustion temperature is also helpful in discriminating the carbon 

nanomaterials of field samples from the background carbon (see Figure 3.5.1 in Section 3.5). 

・ By prebaking the quartz fiber filters (e.g., 3 h at 900 °C), the blank concentration of the filter 

media can be reduced. However, when filters are kept in a plastic container or filter holder for 

hours, the amount of OC (and the amount of EC from its carbonization) on the filter could 

increase. 

・ When carbon nanomaterials are used in a mixed state with polymers as composite materials, 

particles of mixed carbon nanomaterials and polymers would be released during mechanical and 

abrasive processing. In such instances, when carbon nanomaterials can be separated from polymers 

under rising temperature in an inert gas atmosphere and an oxidizing atmosphere, carbon analysis 

is capable of separately quantifying carbon nanomaterials and polymers. A longer analysis time 

could be necessary to separate the carbon nanomaterials from the polymers. Preprocessing (heat or 

chemical treatment) before analysis could be effective in reducing the amount of polymers. 

Examples of quantitative determination of CNTs and polymers via carbon analysis are shown in 

Section 3.6. 
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(c) Elemental analysis 

The quantity of carbon nanomaterials is capable of being estimated by collecting aerosol particles 

with a filter and taking measurements of the catalytic metals (i.e., impurities in carbon nanomaterials) 

using, for example, inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) or inductively 

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The metal content percentage in the carbon nanomaterial 

must be detected beforehand and, subsequently, the quantity of the carbon nanomaterial is then capable 

of being calculated assuming that the content percentage remains constant even when the carbon 

nanomaterial is aerosolized. However, this method is difficult for carbon nanomaterials with low or 

varied metal content. Example applications were done by NIOSH, estimating the CNT and CNF 

concentrations using iron and nickel as indices by employing ICP-AES (Maynard et al. 2004; Birch et al. 

2011). The lower detection limit depends on the metal content, the amount of particles sampled, and the 

abundance of the background concentration. However, Birch et al. (2011) indicated that the quantitation 

limit was inferior to carbon analysis. The OECD working party issued a document describing practical 

and cost-effective monitoring approaches for using metal impurities in CNTs as indicators of their 

presence in the workplace (OECD 2016). A case study in this document shows that the airborne metals 

are qualitative indicators of the presence of airborne CNTs and not a quantitative metric. 

 

(d) HPLC method 

A method has been proposed for measuring a marker (benzo[ghi]perylene) adsorbed on CNTs using 

HPLC (Ohnishi et al. 2013, 2016; Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 2015). Aerosol particles are 

collected using a filter and, after the filter is dissolved and the CNTs on the filter are extracted, they are 

made to adsorb the marker and are subsequently quantified via HPLC to determine the amount of CNTs. 

The sensitivity of this method seems to be superior to that of carbon analysis. A calibration curve is 

required for each CNT product of interest. This method is not applicable to CNTs embedded in 

polymers. 

 

In all the methods, the lower detection limit depends on the total sampling air volume (sampling flow 

rate × sampling time). Increasing the sampling flow rate would be effective in lowering the lower detection 

limit; however, it would be necessary to take the pressure loss and collection efficiency of the filters into 

account. Conversely, if the concentration seems high, it would be necessary to decrease the sampling flow 

rate or the sampling time to avoid overcollection. Furthermore, it should be noted that comparisons with 

control samples are important, these include blank samples, samples taken in a non-operational period, 

and/or samples taken away from the generation source. 

The OELs for CNTs have been proposed often as the mass concentration of respirable particles. To 

obtain the mass concentration of respirable particles, aerosol particles must be collected with a filter after 

removing larger particles with a cyclone or an impactor. Ideally, to prevent the loss of charged particles, the 

cyclone (or impactor), filter holder, and tubing should have electrical conductivity. Note that when using an 

impactor, agglomerated particles could disperse with shear force because of the high-speed air flow when 
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passing through the nozzle and the collision of the agglomerated particles against the collection plate 

(Yamamoto and Suganuma 1983; Yamada et al. 2013). Furthermore, in the event of overcollection, 

particles could rebound and/or be re-entrained by the air flow from the collector. Therefore, some larger 

particles could be collected without being removed when using an impactor. In such instances, the 

respirable particle concentration would be overestimated. Similarly, although the shear force generated by a 

cyclone is not as strong as the force generated by an impactor, some dispersion could still occur even when 

a cyclone is used. 

Rather than attempting to collect only the respirable particles, an easy alternative method would be to 

collect the total airborne particles using an open-faced filter holder or to collect inhalable particles using an 

inhalable particle sampler (100-µm particles are cut by 50%). Moreover, this will lead to a safer estimation. 

The Japan Society for Occupational Health (2016) defines 'total dust' as dust collected at a speed of 50–

80 cm/s using an open-faced filter holder; however, in this guide, dust collected by an open-faced filter 

holder is simply defined as the total airborne particles. Although larger particles hardly reach deep into the 

lungs, they are important from the viewpoint of preventing the contamination of a work environment. 

When neither a cyclone nor an impactor is used, the flow rate can be set arbitrarily, which results in the 

quantitation limit being lowered by increasing the sampling volume. 

If a multiple stage cascade impactor is used, airborne carbon nanomaterials can be classified by size and 

collected separately. Ono et al. of JNIOSH (Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo 2011; Ono-Ogasawara et al. 2013; 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 2015) have proposed a method for the separation discrimination of 

CNTs and combustion-derived background EC by determining the EC concentration for different particle 

sizes using a cascade impactor. 

Rather than assessing aerosol particles, assessing particles deposited on the floor or walls by carbon 

analysis or elemental analysis may be helpful in evaluating the state of contamination over a long period of 

time (Methner et al. 2007). 
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2.3 Electron microscope observation 
Although it requires time and effort, a reliable way to verify the existence and form of carbon 

nanomaterials is by observing them using an electron microscope. The electron microscopes available for 

carbon nanomaterial observation include a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (typically a field emission 

SEM, FE-SEM) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Whether each individual fiber (i.e., a 

single tube) of CNTs can be observed depends on the performance of the electron microscope and the tube 

diameter of the CNTs. Generally, the resolution for TEMs is higher than that for SEMs. Observing 

individual fibers of narrow CNTs (especially single-wall CNTs) is often difficult for SEMs because of their 

lower resolution and for TEMs because of the interference of the support film on the TEM grid. On the 

other hand, generally, SEMs are suitable for observations of agglomerated carbon nanomaterials. 

With either SEMs or TEMs, verifying the form and visibility of the carbon nanomaterial of interest in 

advance enables easier identification of the carbon nanomaterials from the collected aerosol particles. For 

carbon nanomaterials that include catalytic metal, EDX can be helpful for more accurate identification of 

the carbon nanomaterial. 

The success of electron microscope observation depends largely on the particle sampling methods. 

Generally, the particle sampling methods for SEM observation are easier than are those for TEM 

observation. In a TEM instance, it is necessary to load the airborne carbon nanomaterials on TEM grids. 

The samples collected for TEM observation are applicable also to SEM observation. The sampling methods 

for electron microscope observation are listed in Table 2.3.1. 

 

(a) Polycarbonate filter 

Aerosol particles are collected using a polycarbonate filter with a smooth, flat surface and many 

cylindrical holes (pores) of uniform diameter. As the polycarbonate filter is non-conductive, a coating of 

conductive layer on the filter (e.g., gold, platinum, or osmium vapor deposition) is required either before or 

after sampling the particles to prevent charge-up during SEM observation. Applying the coating after 

sampling prevents particle loss from the filter during SEM observation; however, the coating could make it 

difficult to observe the detailed surface of the particles on the filter. 

The smaller the pores of a polycarbonate filter, the more efficient would be the collection; however, the 

pressure loss increases, restricting the air flow rate. Whereas particles with a size larger than the pore size 

are collected 100% physically, even particles with a size smaller than the pore size are collected partly 

through inertial impaction, interception, and Brownian diffusion. Only particles collected on the front 

surface of the filter can be observed via SEM; therefore, the particle collection efficiency on the front 

surface of the filter, which does not include the particle collection efficiency on the inside of the filter pores, 

is important. Information on the particle collection efficiency on the front surface of the filter with each 

pore size is summarized in Table 2.3.2. Examples of the evaluations of particle collection efficiency 

conducted by TASC are shown in the box below. The obtained particle collection efficiencies are based on 

a test using spherical (or near-spherical) particles; however, generally, particle collection efficiencies are 

considered to be even higher for non-spherical particles such as CNTs (Ohtani and Seto 2009). 
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Monitoring the pressure loss of the filter enables checking for air leaks or damage to the filter, as well as 

the differences in the pore size between the lots. 

Examples of SEM observations of CNTs and graphenes collected by polycarbonate filters are shown in 

Figure 3.4.3 in Section 3.4, Figure 3.5.2 in Section 3.5, Figures 3.7.4 and 3.7.8 in Section 3.7, Figure 3.9.4 

in Section 3.9, and Figure 3.12.4 in Section 3.12. 

 
Table 2.3.1 Sampling methods for electron microscope observation 

 Method Usefulness and limitations 
Polycarbonate 
filter 

Aerosol particles are collected using a 
polycarbonate filter with a smooth, flat 
surface and many cylindrical holes (pores) of 
uniform diameter (Safe Work Australia 2010; 
Ogura et al. 2011; Ogura et al. 2012; Hedmer 
et al. 2014; Ludvigsson et al. 2016). 

Suitable for SEM. A conductive layer coating on the 
filter is required. A simple method without requiring 
a complicate pretreatment and a special device. 
Particle collection efficiency is relatively high. Since 
the collection efficiencies have been evaluated (see 
main text), (semi-)quantitative analysis is possible. 

Holey carbon 
film-coated 
TEM grid 

Aerosol particles are passed through a holey 
carbon film-coated TEM grid, and the aerosol 
particles are sampled via filtration (R’mili et 
al. 2011; Ogura et al. 2015b). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. Since the collection efficiencies have been 
evaluated (see main text), (semi-)quantitative 
analysis is possible. 

Impactor Aerosol particles are collected using an 
impactor. Particles can be collected on a TEM 
grid by attaching it to the surface of the 
collection plate because of inertial impaction 
(Birch et al. 2011). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. Particles can be classified by size. Particles 
can be collected on a TEM grid at high density; 
however, this could cause particles to overlap. 
Difficult to collect smaller particles. 

Filter 
dissolution 

This method is a method used for measuring 
asbestos. After aerosol particles are collected 
with a mixed callulose ester filter (or 
polycarbonate filter), the filter is coated with 
carbon and dissolved with solvent on a TEM 
grid (Han et al. 2008; Bello et al. 2008, 2009; 
Lee et al. 2010; Methner et al. 2010b; Dahm 
et al. 2012, 2015; NIOSH 2017) 

Suitable for TEM. Sample preparation is required. 
The particle collection efficiency of the filter itself is 
high. Confirmation of particle loss at the time of 
sample preparation may be necessary for 
quantitative analysis. 

Electrostatic 
precipitation 

Aerosol particles are collected using an 
electrostatic precipitator (Ku et al. 2007; 
Bello et al. 2008, 2009) 

Suitable for TEM. The collection efficiency depends 
on the charge rate and the capture rate, and therefore 
depends on the particle size, and is not necessarily 
clear. 

Thermophoretic 
precipitation 

Aerosol particles are collected using a 
thermophoretic precipitator (Bello et al. 2008, 
2009; R’mili et al. 2011). 

Suitable for TEM. The collection efficiency depends 
on the particle size, and is not necessarily clear. 
Smaller particles are more likely to be collected. 

Brownian 
motion 

Aerosol particles are collected on a TEM grid 
placed on a filter due to Brownian motion, by 
passing air through the filter (Tsai et al. 
2009a, b). 

Suitable for TEM. A simple method without 
requiring a complicate pretreatment and a special 
device. The collection efficiency is low and depends 
on the particle size, and is not necessarily clear. 
Smaller particles are more likely to be collected. 
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Table 2.3.2 Structural characteristics of polycarbonate filters, test conditions for collection efficiency, 
and minimum collection efficiency 

 0.08-µm-pore 
filter 

0.2-µm-pore 
filter 

0.4-µm-pore 
filter 

0.8-µm-pore 
filter 

1-µm-pore 
filter 

Structural characteristics 
Pore diameter 
[µm] 0.059 ± 0.008a 0.17 ± 0.01a 0.29 ± 0.05a 0.72 ± 0.18a 1 

Pore density 
[pores/cm2] 7.0 × 108 2.9 × 108 9.7 × 107 1.8 × 107 2 × 107 

Porosity [%] 1.9 6.3 6.4 7.3 16 
Thickness 
[µm] 6 10 10.6 10.5 11 

Test conditions and collection efficiency 
Face velocity 
[cm/s] 1.9 8.4 1.5 8.6 3.7 3.7 18.4 5 

Pressure loss 
[kPa] 6.3 25 2.3 12 2.4 0.8 4 0.8–1 

Minimum 
collection 
efficiency b 

[-] 

0.79 ± 0.17 
(30 nm 
 PSL); 

0.61 ± 0.08 
(30 nm Ag) 

0.72 ± 0.08 
(30 nm 
 PSL); 

0.69 ± 0.15 
(20 nm Ag) 

0.79 ± 0.08 
(30 nm 
 PSL); 

0.76 ± 0.15 
(30 nm PSL) 

0.60 ± 0.08 
(30 nm 
 PSL); 

0.64 ± 0.08 
(30 nm Ag)  

0.22 ± 0.08 
(42–75 nm 

KCl) 

0.27 ± 0.03 
(42–75 nm 

KCl) 

0.15 ± 0.02 
(42 nm 
KCl) 

0.30 
(80 nm 
 PSL) 

Reference TASC 
(Ogura et al. 2016a) Cyrs et al. (2010) Chen et al. 

(2013) 
aThe actual pore diameters measured with electron microscopy 

bThe particle collection efficiency on the front surface of the filter, which does not include the particle collection efficiency 
on the inside of filter pores 

PSL: polystyrene latex particles, Ag: silver particles, KCl: potassium chloride particles 

 
Results of the evaluation conducted by TASC for measuring particle collection efficiency on 

polycarbonate filters (Ogura et al. 2016a,b) 
TASC evaluated the particle collection efficiency on the front surface of polycarbonate filters with 

0.08-µm and 0.2-µm pores (Nuclepore membrane filters, GE Healthcare). These pore sizes were chosen in 

view of both the collection efficiency and pressure loss. Using a filter holder (effective filtration area of 3.7 

cm2, ϕ25 mm, P/N 1209, Pall Corporation), the particle collection efficiency of the 0.08-µm-pore-size filter 

was evaluated at flow rates of 0.3 and 1.0 L/min, whereas that of the 0.2-µm-pore-size filter was evaluated 

at flow rates of 0.3 and 1.5 L/min. After particle collection, the center and surrounding regions of the filter 

were checked to confirm that there were no large differences in the particle collection density. The results 

obtained for the experimentally measured particle collection efficiency are shown in Figure 2.3.1. The 

minimum collection efficiencies, which were observed for particles with a ~30-nm diameter in all 

instances, were 0.6–0.8. There were no large differences in the minimum collection efficiencies of the 

0.08-µm and 0.2-µm-pore-size filters and, as the pressure loss was lower in the 0.2-µm-pore-size filter, it is 

considered to be easier to use. 

For reference, the results of the measured pressure losses of the filters are displayed in Table 2.3.3. It 

should be noted that the pressure loss differs because of the use of the support screen for the filter holder 

(Figure 2.3.2 a–c). Although the pressure loss of the support screen itself is negligible, the pressure loss of 

the polycarbonate filter tends to be higher when using the support screen, and the ratio of the pressure loss 

with the support screen to that without it increased as the flow rate increased (Table 2.3.3). With the 

support screen installed, it is considered that the filter and the support screen came in closer contact as the 

flow rate increased and that the filter support screen blocked the exits of some filter pores. In fact, when 
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particles were collected using the 0.08-µm-pore-size filter with the support screen under extremely high 

pressure loss (a flow rate of 1.5 L/min), most of the collected particles were located over the pores of the 

support screen (Figure 2.3.2 d). This indicates that when the support screen is present, the effective filtering 

area decreases with an increase in flow rate (and pressure loss) and that the 'actual flow velocity,' which is 

the flow velocity toward the pores in the decreased effective filtering area, is higher than the 'apparent flow 

velocity,' which is the flow velocity toward the pores in the effective filtering area that did not decrease, 

thereby altering the collection efficiency. Therefore, it is necessary to exercise caution when using the 

support screen. Polycarbonate filters are thin and, without a support screen, air leakage or damage to the 

filter could occur when the flow rate (and pressure loss) becomes high. However, when the flow rate 

(pressure loss) is moderate, the filter would conceivably stay in place even without a support screen, 

thereby making particle collection possible. Cyrs et al. (2010) used a method that employs a conductive 

propylene cassette without a support screen, with the filter being held in place between two O-rings. 

The ratio of the actual flow velocity to the apparent flow velocity is considered almost equal to the ratio 

of the pressure loss with the support screen to that without it; therefore, the actual flow velocity can be 

estimated from the pressure loss. 

The results of the collection efficiency shown in Figure 2.3.1 were obtained from measurements taken 

with the support screen in use. The actual flow velocities calculated using the ratios of pressure losses from 

Table 2.3.3 are shown below.  

0.08-µm-pore-size filter 

0.3 L/min flow rate: Apparent: 1.4 cm/s → Actual: 1.9 cm/s  1.4x (from the pressure loss ratio) 

1.0 L/min flow rate: Apparent: 4.5 cm/s → Actual: 8.4 cm/s  1.9x (from the pressure loss ratio) 

0.2 µm-pore-size filter 

0.3 L/min flow rate: Apparent: 1.4 cm/s → Actual: 1.5 cm/s  1.1x (from the pressure loss ratio) 

1.5 L/min flow rate: Apparent: 6.8 cm/s → Actual: 8.6 cm/s  1.3x (from the pressure loss ratio) 

Therefore, the differences in the conditions between the presence and absence of the support screen can 

be corrected by taking the pressure loss into account.  
 

Figure 2.3.1 Particle collection efficiency on the front surface of polycarbonate filter 
PSL: polystyrene latex particles, Ag: silver particles 
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Table 2.3.3 Pressure losses of polycarbonate filters with and without support screen 

 Flow rate 
[L/min] 

Pressure loss [kPa] Ratio [-]  With support screen Without support screen 

0.08-µm-pore filter 0.3 6.3 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.15 
1.0 25.2 ± 1.6 13.5 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.13 

0.2-µm-pore filter 
0.3 2.3 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.06 
1.0 8.0 ± 0.4 6.6 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.05 
1.5 12.0 ± 0.7 9.4 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.05 

Mean ± Standard deviation (n = 10) 
Filter holder: Pall No.1209 (effective filtration area of 3.7 cm2)  

 

 
Figure 2.3.2 Photographs of (a) filter holder and (b) support screen and SEM images of (c) support 
screen and (d) filter loaded with an excessive amount of particles (particles were collected using the 

0.08-µm-pore-size filter with the support screen under extremely high pressure loss) 
 

(b) Holey Carbon Film-Coated TEM Grid 

A simple sampling method for collecting aerosol particles on a TEM grid has been developed and 

proposed by Lyyränen et al. (2009) and the research group at INERIS (French National Institute for 

Industrial Environment and Risks) (R’mili et al. 2013). In this method, aerosol particles are passed through 

a holey carbon film-coated TEM grid (Lacey, Holey, Quantifoil, and the like) and the aerosol particles are 

sampled via filtration (Figure 2.3.3). The smaller the pore size of the carbon film, the more efficiently the 

aerosol particles are captured; however, the higher the pressure loss, the more prone the carbon film would 

be to break. Particles with a size larger than the pore size are collected 100% physically. Even particles with 

a size smaller than the pore size are partly collected on the carbon film through inertial impaction, 

interception, and Brownian diffusion. There could be large variations in the actual pore size depending on 

the lot, particularly among products with smaller pore sizes. In addition, TEM grids are made of metal 

mesh, and the porosity differs according to the mesh used. Therefore, the effective filtering area of the 

carbon film could differ also. Consequently, when the meshes differ, even under the same air flow rate 
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conditions [L/min], the flow velocity [cm/s] toward the effective filtering area of the carbon film and, 

therefore, the collection efficiency would differ. This issue requires attention. R’mili et al. (2013) used a 

flow rate of 0.3 L/min, taking into account the possible damage to the carbon film, sampling time, and the 

Reynolds number. The results of the experimental evaluations conducted by R’mili et al. (2013) and TASC 

(Ogura et al. 2014) for particle collection efficiency on holey carbon film-coated TEM grids are 

summarized in Table 2.3.4. Examples of particle collection efficiencies with different particle sizes are 

shown in Figure 2.3.4. The particle sizes with the minimum collection efficiency were between 15 and 50 

nm. Basically, the principles of particle collection are the same as those for a polycarbonate filter; however, 

as the pore sizes of holey carbon film-coated TEM grids are larger than those of the polycarbonate filters, 

the particle collection efficiency is lower than that of the polycarbonate filters. Nevertheless, the minimum 

collection efficiency exceeds 3% and particles in a wide range of sizes can be collected; thus, this method is 

considered to be highly advantageous compared with other methods used for particle collection for TEM 

observation. The particle collection efficiencies obtained by the experimental tests are based on a test 

involving the use of spherical (or near-spherical) particles; however, generally, particle collection 

efficiencies are considered to be even higher for non-spherical particles such as CNTs (Ohtani and Seto 

2009). 

Carbon films are extremely thin and fragile and caution is therefore required in handling them. By 

monitoring pressure loss in a holey carbon film-coated TEM grid, it is possible to check for air leakage or 

damage caused to the carbon film, as well as the differences in the pore size between the lots. 

An example of TEM observation of CNTs collected using the holey carbon film-coated TEM grid is 

provided in Figure 3.4.4 in Section 3.4 and Figures 3.7.3 and 3.7.7 in Section 3.7. 

 

 
Figure 2.3.3 Collection of aerosol particles using holey carbon film-coated TEM grid 
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Table 2.3.4 Structural characteristics of holey carbon film-coated TEM grids, test conditions for 
collection efficiency, and minimum collection efficiency 

 
 

Holey Carbon Films 
on 400 mesh 
Copper Grid 

(Agar Scientific) 

Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 
on 400 mesh 
Copper grid 

(Agar Scientific) 

Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 
on 200 mesh 
Copper grid 

 (Agar Scientific) 

Quantifoil R0.6/1 
on 200 mesh 
Copper grid 

 (Agar Scientific) 
Holey Carbon Film 

Pore diameter [µm] 0.15–5 (observed) 1.2 (nominal), 
1.3 (observed) 

1.2 (nominal), 
1.7 ± 0.060 
(observed) 

0.6 (nominal), 
0.93 ± 0.17 
(observed) 

Pore density 
[pores/cm2] 2.9 × 107–1.1 × 108 1.3 × 107 1.6 × 107 3.9 × 107 

Porosity [%] 40–65 17 35 27 

Thickness [µm]  ~0.02 ~0.02 ~0.02 
Copper mesh     
Pore diameter [µm] 44 44 100 100 
Porosity [%] 50 50 64 64 
Thickness [µm] 12 12 16 16 
Test conditions and collection efficiency a 
Flow rate [L/min] 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Face velocity b [m/s] 3.2 3.2 2.5 2.5 
Pressure loss [kPa]   1.1 ± 0.14 1.7 ± 0.51 

Minimum collection 
efficiency [-] 

0.18 ± 0.06 c 
 (15 nm NaCl) 
0.19 ± 0.08 c 
 (20 nm Cu) 

0.15 ± 0.04 c 
 (20～30 nm NaCl) 
0.16 ± 0.08 c 
 (20 nm Cu) 

0.031 ± 0.0021 d 
 (30 nm PSL) 
0.050 ± 0.0059 c 
 (30 nm PSL) 
0.052 ± 0.025 c 
 (50 nm KCl) 

0.053 ± 0.0010 d 
 (30 nm PSL) 
0.098 ± 0.017 c 
 (30 nm PSL) 
0.080 ± 0.026 c 
 (15 nm KCl) 

Reference R’mili et al. (2013) TASC (Ogura et al. 2014) 
aTEM grid holder (Mini Particle Sampler, MPS, Ecomesure, Janvry, France) and copper ring (hole grid Cu 2000 µm, Agar 

Scientific, outer diameter: 3.05 mm, inner diameter: 2.0 mm) were used. 
bFace velocity approaching the effective filtration area of the carbon film. 
cThe collection efficiency was determined by the ratio of penetrations with and without the holey carbon film-coated TEM 

grid (counted by two CPCs). 
dThe collection efficiency was determined by the ratio of particles on the holey carbon film (visually counted on an 

electron microscope) to inflow particles (counted by a CPC). 
NaCl：sodium chloride particles, Cu: copper particles, PSL: polystyrene latex particles, KCl: potassium chloride particles. 

 

 
Figure 2.3.4 Particle collection efficiency of holey carbon film-coated TEM grid 

The collection efficiency was determined by the ratio of penetrations with and without the TEM grid (Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 on 
200 mesh Copper grid) at a flow rate of 0.3 L/min. 

KCl: potassium chloride particles, PSL: polystyrene latex particles 
Ref: Ogura et al. (2014) 
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(c) Impactor 

Using an impactor, which collects aerosol particles by their inertial impaction, aerosol particles can be 

collected on a TEM grid by attaching it to the surface of the collection plate (Birch et al. 2011). If a 

multiple stage cascade impactor is used, aerosol particles can be classified by size and collected separately. 

Aerosol particles can be collected and concentrated on a small area of the collection plate, enabling 

collecting the particles on a TEM grid at a high density in a short time; however, this could cause particles 

to overlap on the collection surface. Furthermore, agglomerated particles could break up with the 

acceleration and impaction. To collect smaller particles (e.g., <100 nm), higher air velocity with a lower 

pressure is required, which means that a large vacuum pump is needed. 

 

(d) Filter dissolution 

This method is a method used for measuring asbestos. After aerosol particles are collected with a mixed 

callulose ester filter (or polycarbonate filter), the filter is coated with carbon and dissolved with solvent 

(acetone, dimethylformamide, chloroform, etc.) on a TEM grid (Han et al. 2008; Bello et al. 2008, 2009; 

Lee et al. 2010; Methner et al. 2010b; Dahm et al. 2012, 2015). The U.S. NIOSH has recently provided a 

guidance of detailed particle sampling and preparation method for TEM observation of CNTs (NIOSH 

2017). The particle collection efficiency of the filter itself is high. Confirmation of particle loss at the time 

of sample preparation may be necessary for quantitative analysis. 

 

(e) Other methods 

Other methods can be used, such as the collection of particles by an electrostatic precipitator (Ku et al. 

2007; Bello et al. 2008, 2009), thermophoretic precipitation (Bello et al. 2008, 2009; R’mili et al. 2011), or 

Brownian motion (Tsai et al. 2009a,b). The collection efficiencies of thess methods generally depend on the 

particle size, and are not necesarily clear. 

 

Rather than assessing aerosol particles, assessing particles deposited on the floor or walls by SEM/TEM 

observation could be helpful for evaluating the state of contamination over an extended period. For 

example, particles deposited on the floor and walls can be collected by using conductive double-sided tape 

for SEM observations (e.g. Hedmer et al. 2015). 

Although it requires time and effort, the number concentration of carbon nanomaterials in the air can be 

estimated by calculation from the total sampling volume, sampling efficiency, sampling area, the total area 

observed by an electron microscope, and the number of detected carbon nanomaterials (Han et al. 2008; 

Lee et al. 2010; Ogura et al. 2011; Hedmer et al. 2014; Dahm et al. 2015; Ludvigsson et al. 2016). However, 

because the particle sampling efficiency depends generally on the particle (agglomerate) size, quantitative 

evaluation is often difficult. As a practical method, calculation based on the minimum sampling efficiency 

may be adopted to avoid underestimation. In addition, when verifying the absence (and presence) of carbon 

nanomaterials in the air, the lower detection limit calculated by the minimum sampling efficiency should be 

given (Ref.: JISK3850-3, ISO 10312). Examples of measurements conducted by TASC are presented in 
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Sections 3.9 and 3.10. Hedmer et al. (2014) and Dahm et al. (2015) evaluated the correlation between the 

number concentration of CNTs in the air obtained from the electron microscopic observation and the EC 

concentration obtained by carbon analysis.  
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2.4 Application examples of individual measurement methods for measuring airborne 
carbon nanomaterials 

The advantages, disadvantages, and usefulness of each of the measuring methods discussed in Sections 

2.1–2.3 are summarized in Table 2.4.1. In addition, application examples of individual measurement 

methods are presented in Figure 2.4.1, with respect to measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials.  

Table 2.4.1 Advantages, disadvantages, and usefulness of individual measurement methods 
 Advantage Disadvantage Usefulness 
On-line (portable) aerosol 
measurement 

Easy, inexpensive, time 
response, real time 

No distinction between 
carbon nanomaterial and 
other particles 

Grasp of spatial–temporal 
distribution, daily 
monitoring 

Off-line quantitative 
analysis 

Quantitative determination 
(by mass), carbon 
nanomaterial identification 

Sampling over long 
periods, expensive 
equipment 

Comparison with OEL 

Electron microscope 
observation 

Carbon nanomaterial 
identification, morphology 
observation 

Observation cost (effort, 
time) 

Verifying existence of 
carbon nanomaterials, 
understanding the form 

 

 
Figure 2.4.1 Application examples of individual measurement methods for measuring airborne 

carbon nanomaterials 
 

Explanations for the numbered items (1)−(5) in Figure 2.4.1 are provided below. 

 

(1) Revealing the size and form of airborne carbon nanomaterials and verifying the effectiveness of 

measurement methods 

The measurement of carbon nanomaterials at an actual work site is often difficult because various 

aerosol particles exist in the background. Therefore, with a simple simulation test under laboratory 

conditions with no (or very few) background particles, we can grasp how easily the carbon nanomaterial of 

interest is released as dust into the air. In addition, we can detect the size distribution and the form of the 

released carbon nanomaterials and verify the effectiveness of the measurement methods and preventative 

measures. For example, when the airborne carbon nanomaterials are primarily micron-sized agglomerated 

particles, measurement methods and preventative measures appropriate for micron-sized particles should be 
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selected. In addition, by verifying in advance whether the carbon nanomaterials are actually measurable 

with each measurement method and how responses are obtained, measurements that are more accurate 

would be possible at an actual work site. 

As examples of such simple simulation tests carried out by TASC, Section 3.4 provides a measurement 

example of the particle size distribution and form of CNTs aerosolized by vortex shaking. Section 3.2 

presents a method for evaluating the response of a BCM and a photometer to airborne CNTs, and Sections 

3.3 and 3.12 present examples of simulating the transfer of CNT and graphene powders, respectively, 

performed inside a glove box. 

 

(2) Understanding the generation source and spatial–temporal distribution 

The presence or absence of aerosol particle emissions can be determined by using aerosol measuring 

instruments, in addition to determining the spatial and temporal distribution of the concentration 

(association with location, time, and work task). The results in (1) can be used as a reference for the choice 

of the aerosol measuring instrument and its response to carbon nanomaterials. Although aerosol measuring 

instruments have an inherent problem, namely, difficulty in differentiating carbon nanomaterials from other 

particles, they can obtain concentration data in units of seconds or minutes and they are therefore suitable 

for understanding temporal particle emissions and the changes in concentration corresponding to each work 

task. Such time variation information is used to supplement the data from off-line quantitative analysis (3). 

Comparison with the background concentration is important and, ideally, sampling with a control point 

should be done simultaneously. By simultaneously measuring the vicinity of the source, work environment, 

and background using multiple identical instruments, facilitates understanding the overall situation or the 

effectiveness of the engineering control measures. Figure 3.9.3 in Section 3.9 and Figure 3.10.6 in Section 

3.10 present measurement examples of aerosol particles at facilities. 

 

(3) Quantitative determination of carbon nanomaterials and comparison with the OEL 

The carbon nanomaterial concentrations in the air are quantified by off-line quantitative analysis (e.g., 

carbon analysis) of the collected aerosol samples and, subsequently, compared with the OEL for carbon 

nanomaterials. Since the OEL is often proposed for values of a respirable particle concentration, the 

particles are collected on a filter with a cyclone or impactor to enable collecting such particles. Small-scale 

portable cyclones and impactors for respirable particle sampling and pumps with flow control functions are 

available commercially and can be used to measure either the individual exposure concentrations of 

workers (e.g., personal breathing zone samples) or the environmental concentration in the workplaces (i.e., 

area samples). 

For safer evaluation, there is the option of collecting the total airborne particles with an open-faced filter 

holder without using a cyclone or impactor, or collecting inhalable particles with an inhalable particle 

sampler (50% cut of particles with an aerodynamic diameter of 100 µm, based on the ISO7708 definition) 

that can also capture larger particles. Although larger particles hardly reach deep into the lungs, they are 

important from the viewpoint of preventing contamination of a work environment. When an open-faced 
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filter holder is used, the flow rate can be adjusted arbitrarily; therefore, the lower detection limit would be 

decreased by increasing the flow rate of collection. In addition, by simultaneously measuring respirable 

particles and total airborne particles (or inhalable particles), the overall situation of the emission of small to 

large particles becomes clearer. Total airborne particles and inhalable particles would be more 

advantageous in terms of detecting the carbon nanomaterials because of the concentration being higher than 

that of respirable particles. Therefore, they are useful as samples for confirming that the employed 

measurement method can measure airborne carbon nanomaterials. 

Although not directly related to the exposure to workers, verification of the measurement method and 

confirmation of the effectiveness of engineering exposure control measures can be achieved by purposely 

conducting measurements at places where the release of carbon nanomaterials is expected. Such places 

include the vicinity of the source, inside an enclosure or fume hood, or a site in front of the inlet port of a 

local exhaust ventilation system (see Sections 3.5 and 3.9 for example). 

In many instances, particles have to be collected over a few hours to obtain values above the quantitation 

limit. The obtained quantitative value is generally the average concentration over time. As supplementary 

data, it is helpful to acquire information on the concentration variation over time obtained by measuring 

with aerosol measuring instruments (2) at the same time as collecting filter samples. When the relationship 

between the quantitative value of the carbon nanomaterials and the concentration determined with the 

aerosol measuring instrument is understood, the approximate carbon nanomaterial concentration can be 

obtained with the aerosol measuring instrument. This would be useful for daily monitoring (5). 

Furthermore, verifying the existence of carbon nanomaterials by observations with an electron microscope 

(4) can help us to judge whether the concentration obtained is actually derived from the carbon 

nanomaterials. For example, in carbon analysis, other carbons, such as soot from combustion, can be 

detected in addition to the carbon nanomaterials. 

It can be said that there is no problem when concentrations that include both carbon nanomaterials and 

background particles are below the OEL. However, when these exceed the OEL, comparison with a control 

sample would be important to determine the individual portions contributed by carbon nanomaterials and 

background particles. 

 

(4) Verifying the existence and form of airborne carbon nanomaterials by observations with an electron 

microscope 

Electron microscope observations are effective in verifying that the concentration obtained (e.g., with 

carbon analysis) is actually attributed to carbon nanomaterials, or in identifying the form of the carbon 

nanomaterials. Carbon nanomaterials can often be detected through electron microscope observations even 

when the concentrations are below the detection limit of carbon analysis (see Section 3.9 for example). 

 
(5) Daily monitoring 

Neither quantitative determination (3) nor electron microscope observations (4) is a realistic method for 

daily monitoring. Portable aerosol measuring instruments would be preferable for daily exposure control 
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and these instruments can obtain real-time results in situ. In cases where inadvertent releases of carbon 

nanomaterials occur (e.g., neglecting to turn on a switch or the malfunction of the local exhaust equipment), 

aerosol measuring instruments would be effective for its detection. The measurement accuracy of the 

aerosol measuring instrument can be enhanced by determining the response factor (e.g., the ratio of the 

concentration measured by the aerosol measuring instrument to that obtained through carbon analysis; see 

Section 3.2) for the CNTs of interest beforehand through the results of (1) or (3). Generally, the existence of 

background particles makes it difficult for aerosol measuring instruments to detect carbon nanomaterials 

that are at a level equivalent to or lower than the OELs. However, aerosol measuring instruments can 

measure instantaneous increases in concentration and therefore the average concentration of the entire work 

environment would be kept low by detecting and controlling the peak concentration (especially in the 

vicinity of the emission source). 

 

In most instances, a major concern regarding the safety management of carbon nanomaterials is a 

comparison with the OEL. Therefore, (3) and (5) in Figure 2.4.1 would be considered important. An 

example of practical methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials to facilitate their safety 

management is presented in Figure 2.4.2. Carbon analysis is effective in many instances for accurate 

quantitative determination of carbon nanomaterials and as a comparison with the OEL. However, this 

method is not necessarily suitable for daily exposure control because it requires the filter collection of 

particles, typically for a few hours, and the carbon analysis instrument is relatively expensive. Portable 

aerosol measuring instruments would be preferable for daily exposure control and these instruments can 

obtain real-time results in situ. An appropriate combination of an accurate detailed method and a simple 

real-time method would be a reasonable way for the continued management of carbon nanomaterial 

exposure. 

 
Figure 2.4.2 Example of practical methods for measuring airborne carbon nanomaterials for their 

safety management  
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2.5 Practical methods for the emission and exposure management of airborne carbon 
nanomaterials released from their composites 

In processes such as machining, abrading, and crushing of carbon nanomaterial polymer composites, the 

carbon nanomaterials detached from the polymer matrix and the fragments of the polymer matrix 

with/without the carbon nanomaterials could be released (Figure 2.5.1 for CNT composite). In such 

instances, aerosol measuring instruments cannot distinguish the forms A–F in Figure 2.5.1. Generally, 

processes such as machining, abrading, and grinding generate aerosol particles even when the carbon 

nanomaterials are not present (Ogura et al. 2015b). Furthermore, such processes often produce frictional 

heat through which the polymer matrix component is vaporized and, consequently, nano-sized particles are 

generated via the condensation of the vaporized component (Ogura et al. 2013b). Therefore, it is generally 

difficult for aerosol measuring instruments to determine the release of carbon nanomaterials. The same 

principle is applicable to gravimetric analysis after collection on a filter. 

 
Figure 2.5.1 Particles potentially released during mechanical processing of CNT composites 

A: Isolated CNTs detached from the polymer matrix 
B: Agglomerated CNTs detached from the polymer matrix 
C: CNT-containing fragments of the polymer matrix with protruding CNTs 
D: CNT-containing fragments of the polymer matrix without protruding CNTs 
E: CNT-free fragments of the polymer matrix 
F: Nano-sized particles generated via the condensation of the polymer matrix component vaporized by frictional heat 

(no CNT included) 

In carbon analysis, depending on the combination of the carbon nanomaterial and the polymer matrix, it 

is possible to some extent to separately quantify the carbon nanomaterial and the polymer matrix (see 

Section 3.6). However, although the total amount of carbon nanomaterials in the forms A–D can be 

quantified, the existence ratio of each form remains undetected. In other words, it is impossible to separate 

the carbon nanomaterials detached from the polymer matrix (forms A and B) from those embedded in the 

polymer matrix (forms C and D). Moreover, some types of polymer matrices are difficult to separate from 

carbon nanomaterials (e.g., polycarbonate or polyetheretherketone; see Section 3.6). 

If metals are included as impurities in the carbon nanomaterial and if the polymer matrix can be 

dissolved, the total amount of carbon nanomaterial can be estimated by measuring the metals as an 

indicator of carbon nanomaterial mass (elemental analysis). However, as in the instance of carbon analysis, 

whereas the total amount of carbon nanomaterials in the forms of A–D can be estimated, the existence ratio 

of each form remains unclear. 

Understanding forms such as A–F requires reliance on electron microscopy observation (see Section 3.7 

for example); however, the forms D and E cannot be distinguished by appearance. 

Although the hazardous effect of carbon nanomaterial mixed with polymer matrices is not clear yet, most 

studies have reported that the abraded particles from CNT composites were not as harmful as CNT powder 

or no more harmful than the polymer matrix not containing CNTs (Wohlleben et al. 2011, 2013; Ging et al. 

2014; Schlagenhauf et al. 2015a,b). On the other hand, it has been reported that intratracheal administration 
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of abraded particles from CNT composites had an effect on the liver similar to that of CNT powder (Saber 

et al. 2016). 

In view of the above, a practical method of emission and exposure control of aerosol particles composed 

of a mixture of carbon nanomaterials and polymer matrices is measuring the total amount of carbon 

nanomaterials in the forms A–D, regardless of the forms. Although this method could over-estimate 

exposure to carbon nanomaterials, it can be said that there is no problem when the total exposure amount of 

the carbon nanomaterials in the forms A–D does not exceed the OEL of the carbon nanomaterial. Figure 

2.5.2 shows an example of the practical method targeting CNTs. The outline of this method is as follows: 

(1) Carbon analysis is used to quantify the CNTs and the polymer matrix separately as much as possible 

and to manage the total exposure amounts of CNTs in the forms A–D to prevent exceeding the OEL. 

(2) If the complete separation and quantification of the CNTs and the polymer matrix is not possible, 

management is conducted with a value including a part of the contribution of the polymer matrix to 

the total amount of CNTs. 

(3) As an alternative to (1) and (2) or their verification, when the CNT content percentage in the 

released particles is considered to be practically identical to that in the original composite (e.g., when 

few releases of CNTs detached from the polymer matrix are observed via electron microscopy), the 

amount of CNTs can be estimated from the amount of the polymer matrix (or polymer matrix + 

CNTs), determined through carbon analysis (or gravimetric analysis), taking into account the CNT 

content percentage in the original composite. For example, when the CNT content percentage in the 

original composite is 1%, 1/99 of the determined value of the polymer matrix (1/100 of the 

determined value of polymer matrix + CNTs) is estimated as the amount of CNTs. 

(4) As the case requires, the form of the released particles is observed via electron microscopy and, 

subsequently, the existence ratio of each form is confirmed. 

For (1), it may be possible to estimate the total amount of CNTs in the forms A–D by using elemental 

analysis instead of carbon analysis. For (3), it is possible to estimate the amount of CNTs based on the 

determined value of the polymer matrix + CNTs (+ background particles) by using gravimetric analysis 

instead of carbon analysis. Although (3) is an alternative to (1) or (2), it is considered effective when the 

emission concentration is low and the detection of CNTs is difficult. In this method, for example, when the 

CNT content percentage is 1% and the OEL of CNTs is set to 30 µg/m3, which is the value suggested by 

AIST, the situation is equivalent to the control of the exposure amount to 3 mg/m3 of the aerosol particles 

including the polymer matrix and CNTs. As the administrative control level of dust in the Ordinance on 

Prevention of Hazards Due to Dust in Japan is 3 mg/m3 (in case of 0% free silicic acid) and the OEL of the 

third type of dust (organic dust, and the like), as recommended by the Japan Society for Occupational 

Health (2016), is 2 mg/m3 (respirable dust), the appropriate exposure control of the dust of polymer 

matrices can also serve as the appropriate exposure control of the dust of carbon nanomaterials. 

In particular, in daily emission and exposure control, management of the dust including the polymer 

matrix is considered a simple and practical method. The emission amount of the dust including the polymer 
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matrix can be measured with an aerosol measuring instrument relatively easily. Providing the relationship 

between the concentration of carbon nanomaterial (or polymer matrix + carbon nanomaterial) and the 

response of an aerosol measuring instrument is understood (e.g., via simultaneous measurement with the 

aerosol measuring instrument during the particle collection for (1)–(3)), the daily management of dust 

including the polymer matrix and, consequently, that of dust containing carbon nanomaterials is possible 

with an aerosol measuring instrument. 

From the viewpoint of human health, it is important to manage respirable dust (excluding larger particles 

that hardly reach deep into the lungs). However, large amounts of larger particles are often generated in 

many processes such as machining, abrading, and grinding of composites of carbon nanomaterials. For 

safer evaluation, there is the option of collecting the total airborne particles with an open-faced filter holder 

or collecting inhalable particles with an inhalable particle sampler (50% cut of particles with an 

aerodynamic diameter of 100 µm based on the ISO7708 definition) that can also capture larger particles. 

Although larger particles hardly reach deep into the lungs, they are important from the viewpoint of 

preventing the contamination of a work environment. In addition, by simultaneously measuring respirable 

particles and total airborne particles (or inhalable particles), the overall situation of the emission of small to 

large particles becomes clearer. The total airborne particles and inhalable particles are more advantageous 

in terms of detecting carbon nanomaterials as their concentration is higher than that of respirable particles. 

Therefore, they are useful as samples for confirming that the employed method is capable of measuring 

carbon nanomaterials in the air. 

To separate and quantify the carbon nanomaterial and the polymer matrix in the released particles as 

accurately as possible using carbon analysis, a preliminary study on carbon analysis for the nanocarbon 

composite of interest is necessary (refer to Sections 3.6, 3.9, and 3.10). 

 
Figure 2.5.2 Example of practical methods for emission and exposure management of CNTs released 

from their composites  
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3. Measurement cases 
 

Section 3 presents the measurement cases that were performed by TASC. 

Figure 3.1 indicates the positioning of each case classified by case types and target substances. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Measurement cases performed by TASC 

Values indicate the section numbers. 
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3.1 Evaluation of the capability of carbon analysis as a method for quantitative 
determination of CNTs 

We evaluated the capability of carbon analysis as a method for quantitatively determining single-wall 

CNTs (SWCNTs) and MWCNTs (Hashimoto et al. 2013). CNT powder placed in an Au (or Pt) foil boat 

was measured by a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., 

USA). The temperature step program (Table 3.1.1; see also Figure 2.2.1 in Section 2.2) was essentially 

based on NIOSH Method 5040. However, for MWCNTs with a thick tube diameter that were not oxidized 

at 870 °C for 120 s during the final step, the temperature and duration of the last two steps of the analytical 

program were set at 920 °C for 480 s and at 950°C for 480 s, referring to Myojo et al. (2009). 

Table 3.1.2 shows the percentage of the carbon mass detected by carbon analysis to the mass weighed by 

an ultra-microbalance. Carbon detected in a helium atmosphere is defined as OC, that detected in the 

presence of oxygen as EC, and the total thereof as total carbon (TC). Figure 3.1.1 shows the fraction of the 

detected carbon mass to the weighed mass with temperature. The percentage of the TC mass to the weighed 

mass was almost the same as or slightly lower than the carbon purity reported by the manufacturer; 

however, this was considered reasonable in consideration of the moisture and gas adsorption. 

Although CNTs were detected mainly as EC, some types of CNTs were detected in the range several 

percent to ten percent when heated to high temperatures in a helium atmosphere. Doudrick et al. (2012) 

reported that the lower the intensity ratio (G/D ratio) of the G and D bands in the Raman spectrum, used as 

an indicator of the amount of defects in CNTs, the easier it would disappear in a helium atmosphere. In the 

case of such types of CNTs, it is necessary to calculate the value while taking into consideration the 

disappeared portion in a helium atmosphere or to adopt the IMPROVE method-based temperature step 

program to avoid heating to a high temperature in a helium atmosphere. See the case described in Section 

3.6 related to the disappearance of CNTs in a helium atmosphere. 

 

Table 3.1.1 Temperature step program of carbon analysis 

 SWCNTs and narrow MWCNTs  thick MWCNTs 

Carrier gas Duration 
[s] Oven temperature [°C]  

Duration 
[s] Oven temperature [°C] 

He 80 310  60 310 
He 80 475  60 475 
He 80 615  60 615 
He 100 870  110 870 
He 45 550  45 550 

2% O2/He 45 550  45 550 
2% O2/He 45 625  45 625 
2% O2/He 45 700  45 700 
2% O2/He 45 775  45 775 
2% O2/He 45 850  45 850 
2% O2/He 120 870  480 920 
2% O2/He – –  480 950 
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Table 3.1.2 Percentage of the carbon mass detected by carbon analysis to the mass weighed by the 
ultra-microbalance 

 Product name, grade, 
process 

Tube 
diametera 

[nm] 
Carbon puritya 

OC mass per 
weighed 

massb 

EC mass per 
weighed 

massb 

TC mass per 
weighed 

massb 

SWCNT-1 NIST SRM2483 0.69–1.0 93% (TGA) 5.2±0.9% 76±0.5% 81±1% 

SWCNT-2 
Aldrich 704113, 

SWeNT, CG 100, 
 

0.7–1.3 >90% (TGA) 3.3±0.2% 78±0.4% 81±0.6% 

SWCNT-3 NanoIntegris, 
Super pure, HiPco 0.8–1.2 >95% (TGA) 6.7±0.4% 76±0.8% 83±1% 

SWCNT-4 Nanocyl, NC1000, 
CVD 2 ≥70% (TGA) 6.5±1.3% 65±0.6% 72±2% 

SWCNT-5 AIST Super-growth 3 99% (TGA) 1.3±0.2% 96±0.6% 97±0.6% 

MWCNT-1 Aldrich, 724769, 
SWeNT SMW 100, 

 
6–9 >95% (TGA) 1.6±0.2% 95±0.2% 97±0.4% 

MWCNT-2 Nanocyl, NC7000, 
CVD 9.5 90% (TGA) 3.5±0.6% 83±1% 87±1% 

MWCNT-3 CVD 13 ≥95% (ashing) 12±7% 82±8% 94±0.6% 

MWCNT-4 CVD 44 >99.9% (metal 
content：326 ppm) 1.0±0.6% 100±0.5% 101±0.7% 

MWCNT-5 CVD 70 >99% (fluorescence 
X-ray analysis) 0.44±0.04% 98±0.8% 99±0.8% 

Ref.: Hashimoto et al. (2013) 
aValues here typically represent those provided by the manufacturer. 
bMean ± standard deviation (n = 3–7) obtained through carbon analysis. 
NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology; SWeNT: SouthWest NanoTechnologies; CoMoCAT: cobalt–
molybdenum catalyst process; HiPco: high-pressure carbon monoxide process; CVD: chemical vapor deposition process; 
TGA: thermogravimetric analysis.  

 

 
Figure 3.1.1 Fraction of the detected carbon mass to the weighed mass with temperature  
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3.2 Evaluation of BCM and photometer responses to airborne CNTs 
We evaluated the responses of a BCM and a photometer to airborne CNTs (Hashimoto et al. 2013). The 

CNTs aerosolized by vortex shaking (refer to Figure 3.4.1 in Section 3.4) were measured simultaneously by 

using a BCM (microAeth® Model AE51, AethLabs, USA; wavelength 880 nm) and a photometer 

(DustTrak II 8530, TSI Inc., USA). In addition, CNTs were collected with a quartz fiber filter (37-mm 

diameter, placed inside the photometer) for comparison, and the CNTs were quantified as EC with a carbon 

aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., USA). The aerosolized 

large particles were cut using a cyclone (for respirable particles, 4-µm particles were cut by 50%). The 

geometric mean aerodynamic diameters for the majority of the tested CNTs were 1–4 µm. The aerosolized 

CNT concentrations were roughly set according to the dilution, agitation speed, and agitating with or 

without zirconia beads. Five SWCNT samples and five MWCNT samples were used in this study. 

The responses of the BCM and the photometer to CNTs appeared to be linear with respect to the EC 

concentration obtained via carbon analysis (Figure 3.2.1). However, the response factor, which is the ratio 

of the concentration measured by the instrument (BCM, photometer) to that obtained through carbon 

analysis, varied depending on the CNT samples. In many instances, the response factors were 

approximately 0.1–1 for BCM and approximately 0.1–2 for photometer. A response factor less than 1 

results in an underestimated CNT concentration. The response of these instruments tended to depend on 

particle size and to decrease with increasing agglomeration sizes of airborne CNTs (Figure 3.2.2). 

The BCM was calibrated by the manufacturer with the black carbon concentration. Since a low response 

has been reported under conditions with relatively few coexisting (interfering) light-scattering particles 

(Petzold et al. 1997), the lower response of the BCM could be attributed to the clean test conditions. As 

regards the photometer, the difference in the refractive index compared with Arizona test dust (ISO 

12103-1, A1 test dust), which was used for calibrating this instrument, is a contributing factor to the 

difference in response. 

Furthermore, the response of the BCM tended to drop with an increasing filter load. Even at 

approximately 1/10 of the manufacturer’s recommended filter exchange frequency, a drop in the response 

of several tens of percent was observed. This could be attributed to the clean environmental conditions. 

Therefore, in a relatively clean working environment or when the CNT concentration is relatively high, a 

similar tendency could be observed. 

From the above results, the following points can be considered when using these instruments.  

・ The raw readings given by a BCM and a photometer calibrated by their manufacturers can potentially 

underestimate the CNT concentration (especially for large agglomerated CNTs). By determining the 

response factor for the CNTs of interest beforehand through the method presented here, it is expected 

to enhance the measurement accuracy of these instruments. 

・ The response of the BCM possibly drops with an increasing filter load, even at approximately 1/10 of 

the manufacturer’s recommended filter exchange frequency. Therefore, it is preferable to change the 

filter more frequently, or, alternatively, to consider the drop in the response. 
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Figure 3.2.1 Responses of the BCM and the photometer to airborne CNTs compared with the CNT 

mass concentrations measured by carbon analysis 
AIST Super-growth SWCNT 
Ref.: Hashimoto et al. (2013) 

 

 
 

  
Figure 3.2.2 Relationships between the geometric mean aerodynamic diameters of aerosolized CNTs 

and the response factors of the BCM (left) and the photometer (right) 
Ref.: Hashimoto et al. (2013) 
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3.3 Measurement of airborne CNTs in the presence of background aerosols using 
portable aerosol measuring instruments (simulation of transfer of CNT powder) 

As regards the measurement of airborne CNTs in the presence of background aerosols by using portable 

aerosol measuring instruments, the measurements were conducted when simulating the handling of CNTs. 

Inside a glove box in which the background particles (from the outside atmosphere) were introduced, a 

simulated task of transferring ~100 cm3 (~8 g) of MWCNTs (SWeNT SMW 100, Sigma-Aldrich; tube 

diameter: 6–9 nm) to another container was repeated every minute over a period of 30 min (Figure 3.3.1). 

The aerosol particles in the glove box were measured continuously using a CPC (model 3007, TSI Inc., 

USA), OPC (model 3330, TSI Inc., USA), photometer (DustTrak II 8530, TSI Inc., USA), and BCM 

(microAeth® Model AE51, AethLabs, USA; wavelength 880 nm). In addition, airborne CNTs were 

collected with a quartz fiber filter (37-mm diameter; fixed inside the photometer), and the CNTs were 

quantified as EC using a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory 

Inc., USA). 

 Figure 3.3.2 shows the temporal variation in the concentration measured by each instrument. For 

diameters greater than 0.47 µm with the OPC and for the photometer and BCM, increases in concentration 

were observed during the transfer task (i.e., from 15:30 to 16:00). However, for diameters of 0.3–0.47 µm 

with the OPC and for the CPC, no increase in concentration associated with the task was observed. Thus, 

since CNTs agglomerate easily, increases in the concentration are often observed with particles from 

submicron to micron size. On the other hand, the background concentration for nano-sized particles is 

relatively high, and often no increase in concentration is observed. When CNTs are released primarily in an 

agglomerated state and the background concentration is relatively high, employing the OPC and BCM 

would be effective for measuring airborne CNTs in terms of discrimination from the background particles. 

The CNT concentration in the air determined by carbon analysis of the CNTs collected in the filter 

(calculated as the average value over a total of 40 min; 30 task minutes + the following 10 min) was ~300 

µg/m3. When we understand the relationship between the CNT concentrations measured by the portable 

aerosol measuring instruments and the 

concentrations measured by carbon analysis, 

we can reasonably predict the CNT 

concentrations from the measurements by the 

portable aerosol measuring instruments. 

 
 
  

Figure 3.3.1 Simulated transfer task 
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Figure 3.3.2 Measurement of the CNT transfer task 
Operation over 15:30–16:00 
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3.4 Evaluation of the particle size distribution and form of airborne CNTs with a 
simulated emission test 

We evaluated the particle size distribution and form of airborne CNTs (Hashimoto et al. 2013). The 

CNTs were aerosolized by vortex shaking (Figure 3.4.1) in the way similar to Maynard et al. (2004) and 

Ogura et al. (2009), and the number concentration and size distribution of the aerosolized particles were 

measured using an SMPS (model 3936L72, TSI Inc., USA), APS (model 3321, TSI Inc., USA), and OPC 

(model 3330, TSI Inc., USA). The measurement results are shown in Figure 3.4.2. The distribution of the 

particle sizes spanned a broad range, from nano to micron size. 

Furthermore, to verify the form of the airborne CNTs, a polycarbonate filter with vapor-deposited 

platinum/palladium of ~2-nm thickness (Nuclepore membrane filters, pore diameter 80 nm, 6 × 10 

pores/cm2 density, and diameter 25 mm) was inserted into a stainless-steel filter holder (effective filtration 

area 3.7 cm2), and the airborne CNTs were collected at a flow rate of 0.5 L/min. Figure 3.4.3 shows 

examples of the obtained SEM micrographs. In addition, by inserting a holey carbon film-coated TEM grid 

(Quantifoil R0.6/1, nominal pore diameter 0.6 µm, 3.9 × 107 pores/cm2 density, and diameter 3.05 mm) 

into a stainless-steel specialized holder (Mini-Particle Sampler: MPS®, Ecomesure, Janvry, France) with a 

copper ring (inner diameter 2 mm, outer diameter 3.05 mm), and the airborne CNTs were also collected at a 

flow rate of 0.3 L/min. Figure 3.4.4 shows examples of the TEM micrographs obtained. Many of the 

collected CNTs were submicron- and micron-sized agglomerated particles. The CNTs appear different 

according to their type and tube diameter. SWCNTs with a fine tube diameter showed a net-like or 

flock-like form, and the MWCNTs with a narrow tube diameter showed a wool-like form. On the other 

hand, the MWCNTs with a thick tube diameter showed a rod-like form. 

The results for other CNTs are summarized in Hashimoto et al. (2013) and its supplementary material. 

 
Figure 3.4.1 CNT aerosolization by vortex shaking 

Ref.: Maynard et al. (2004); Ogura et al. (2009) 
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Figure 3.4.2 Number-based size distributions of CNTs aerosolized by vortex shaking 
Particle size is the equivalent spherical diameter based on the measurement principles of each instrument 

(a) Sigma-Aldrich SWeNT CG 100 SWCNTs (tube diameter: 0.7–1.3 nm); (b) NanoIntegris HiPco SWCNTs (tube diameter: 
approx. 1 nm); (c) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 13 nm); (d) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 50 nm).  

Ref.: Hashimoto et al. (2013) 
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Figure 3.4.3 SEM micrographs of airborne CNTs collected using a polycarbonate filter 

(a) Sigma-Aldrich SWeNT CG 100 SWCNTs (tube diameter: 0.7–1.3 nm); (b) NanoIntegris HiPco SWCNTs (tube diameter: 
approx. 1 nm); (c) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 13 nm); (d) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 50 nm) 
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Figure 3.4.4 TEM micrographs of airborne CNTs collected using a holey carbon film-coated TEM 
grid 

(a) Sigma-Aldrich SWeNT CG 100 SWCNTs (tube diameter: 0.7–1.3 nm); (b) NanoIntegris HiPco SWCNTs (tube diameter: 
approx. 1 nm); (c) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 13 nm); (d) MWCNTs (tube diameter: approx. 50 nm) 
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3.5 Measurement case at a facility for manufacturing single-wall CNTs 
The following measurements were conducted in a pilot-scale plant where SWCNTs were synthesized, 

harvested, and packed (Ogura et al. 2013a). Each of the processes took place automatically within an 

enclosure that had a local exhaust device. Regardless of the presence or absence of worker exposure, to 

check for emission, the following measurements were conducted both inside and outside the enclosure and 

at a reference point several meters away (center of the room). 

(a) Mass concentration of total airborne particles 

  The total airborne particles were collected on a Teflon filter (pore diameter 2 µm, outer diameter 37 

mm) using a filter holder with a downward vertical open face (effective sampling area 9.6 cm2) at a 

flow rate of 10 L/min. The collected particle mass was subsequently analyzed with an 

ultra-microbalance (SE2-F, Sartorius, Germany). 

(b) EC concentration of total airborne particles 

     The total airborne particles were collected on a quartz fiber filter (diameter 37 mm) using a filter 

holder with a downward vertical open face (effective sampling area 9.6 cm2) at a flow rate of 3 L/min. 

The EC mass was subsequently analyzed with a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument 

(CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., USA). 

(c) EC concentration of respirable particles 

     After the large aerosol particles had been removed with a cyclone (50% reduction of particles of 

aerodynamic diameter 4 µm), the aerosol particles of sizes that can be inhaled and reach the lungs 

were collected on a quartz fiber filter at a flow rate of 2.75 L/min. The EC mass was subsequently 

analyzed with the carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument. 

(d) Morphological observations using FE-SEM 

    The aerosol particles were collected on a polycarbonate filter prepared in advance with 

vapor-deposited platinum/palladium (Nuclepore membrane filters, pore diameter 80 nm, density of 6 

× 108 pores/cm2, diameter 25 mm, GE Healthcare) using a stainless-steel filter holder (effective 

sampling area 3.7 cm2) at a flow rate of 0.5 L/min. The existence and form of the CNTs were 

observed with a FE-SEM. 

 

In Tables 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 the results are summarized for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The mass 

concentration of the total airborne particles (Table 3.5.1) was approximately less than 20 µg/m3, whereas 

the EC concentration of total airborne particles (Table 3.5.2) and the EC concentration of respirable 

particles (Table 3.5.3) were approximately less than 2 µg/m3. The EC concentration of the total airborne 

particles collected inside the enclosure during the harvesting and packing was below the quantitation limit 

but exceed the lower detection limit (Table 3.5.2). The EC detection fraction in this sample with 

combustion temperature is shown in Figure 3.5.1. In this figure, the results from the simulated emission 

tests (refer to Figure 3.4.1 in Section 3.4) for the same CNTs carried out in the laboratory are also shown. 

The EC detection fraction for the harvesting and packing process, which was high in the region of 700–

850 °C, was similar to those for the simulated emission tests and, therefore, the detected EC in the sample 
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for the harvesting and packing process was considered to correspond to the aerosolized CNTs. Apart from 

this sample, the concentrations were all less than the detection limit.  

As regards the morphological observations using FE-SEM, micron-sized agglomerated CNTs were 

observed in the sample collected inside the enclosure during the harvesting and packing processes (Figure 

3.5.2). In contrast, no particles that appeared to be CNTs were observed for other locations and processes. 

 

Conclusions 

A trace level of EC was detected in the total airborne particles collected inside the enclosure during the 

harvesting and packing. Judging from the EC fractions with temperature, the detected EC was considered to 

correspond to the emitted CNTs. In the SEM observation, micron-sized agglomerated CNTs were found in 

the sample collected inside the enclosure during the harvesting and packing processes. 

 
Table 3.5.1 Mass concentration of total airborne particles 

Process, measurement location 
Sampling 

time 
[min] 

Flow 
rate 

[L/min] 

Total 
sampling 

air 
volume 

[L] 

Collected 
particle 
mass 
[µg] 

Mass 
concentration of 
airborne particles 

[µg/m3] 

Synthesizing CNTs (inside enclosure) 69 10 683 <13 <19 
Synthesizing CNTs (outside enclosure) 68 10 683 <13 <19 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(inside enclosure) 132 10 1338 <13 <9.7 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(outside enclosure) 132 10 1326 <13 <9.8 

The center of the room 270 10 2706 <13 <4.8 
The values preceded by '<' are below the detection limit (three times the standard deviation of the variation in the blank 
sample). 
 

Table 3.5.2 EC concentration of total airborne particles 

Process, measurement location 
Sampling 

time 
[min] 

Flow rate 
[L/min] 

Total 
sampling 

air volume 
[L] 

Collected EC 
mass 
[µg] 

Airborne EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

Synthesizing CNTs (inside enclosure) 69 3.0 206 <0.42 <2.1 
Synthesizing CNTs (outside enclosure) 68 3.0 206 <0.42 <2.1 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(inside enclosure) 132 3.0 403 (0.84) (2.1) 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(outside enclosure) 132 3.0 400 <0.42 <1.1 

The center of the room 270 3.0 770 <0.42 <0.55 
The values preceded by '<' are below the detection limit (three times the standard deviation of the variation in the blank 
sample). The values in parentheses are above the detection limit but below the quantitation limit (10 times the standard 
deviation of the variation in the blank sample).  
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Table 3.5.3 EC concentration of respirable particles 

Process, measurement location 
Sampling 

time 
[min] 

Flow 
rate 

[L/min] 

Total 
sampling 

air volume 
[L] 

Collected 
EC mass 

[µg] 

Airborne EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

Synthesizing CNTs (inside enclosure) 69 2.75 188 <0.42 <2.3 
Synthesizing CNTs (outside enclosure) 68 2.75 187 <0.42 <2.3 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(inside enclosure) 132 2.75 366 <0.42 <1.2 

Harvesting and packing CNTs 
(outside enclosure) 132 2.75 363 <0.42 <1.2 

The center of the room 270 2.75 756 <0.42 <0.56 
The values preceded by '<' are below the detection limit (three times the standard deviation of the variation in the blank 
sample). 

 
 

 
Figure 3.5.1 Fraction of elemental carbon detected with combustion temperature: Comparison 

between particles emitted in simulated tests and in harvesting and packing CNTs (inside enclosure) 
For the harvesting and packing results, the background concentration has been subtracted. 
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Figure 3.5.2 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles collected in the enclosure during the harvesting 

and packing processes 
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3.6 Evaluation of the capability and limits of carbon analysis as a method for separately 
quantifying CNTs and the polymer matrix released via mechanical processing of 
their composites 

In processes such as machining, abrading, and grinding of CNT polymer composites, particle releases 

will occur in a state where the CNTs and the polymer matrix are mixed. In this regard, we evaluated the 

capability and limits of carbon analysis as a method for the quantitative determination of CNTs in the 

presence of the polymer matrix (Ogura et al. 2015a; Ogura et al. 2017a). In the carbon analysis, as 

described in Section 2.5, it is not possible to distinguish whether the detected CNTs are detached from or 

embedded in the polymer matrix. However, for evaluation from the viewpoint of safety and practical 

management, it would be important to verify whether the total amount of CNTs exceeded the OEL. In 

addition, when the CNT content percentage in the released particles is considered the same as that in the 

original composite, the amount of CNTs can be estimated from the quantitative value of the polymer matrix, 

as described in Section 2.5; therefore, a quantitative determination of the polymer matrix would be 

meaningful. 

We placed a CNT powder or fragment sample on a gold foil or quartz filter and weighed the sample 

using an ultra-microbalance. We determined the carbon mass using a carbon aerosol particulate analysis 

instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., USA) to compare the carbon mass and the weighed 

mass. The conditions of raising the temperature in the carbon analysis were based on the NIOSH Method 

5040 and the IMPROVE method; however, the retention time in a helium atmosphere was increased to 

improve the separation of the polymer matrix and the CNTs (Table 3.6.1). 

The percentages of the obtained carbon mass to the weighed mass are shown in Table 3.6.2. The 

obtained carbon mass was divided into the sum of the fractions of organic carbon (OC1–5), the initial 

fraction of elemental carbon (EC1), the remaining fractions of elemental carbon (EC2–6), and total carbon 

(total of all fractions: TC). 

First, when the CNT powder was analyzed, the percentage of the TC mass to the weighed mass was 

approximately consistent with the carbon purity. However, when analyzing CNano Flotube 9000 and 

Nanocyl NC 7000 under the NIOSH Method 5040-based temperature step program, 83% and 31% were 

detected as OC1–5, respectively. As indicated in Section 3.1, some types of CNTs were detected in a 

helium atmosphere; however, it seemed that their percentage increased as the retention time increased. 

When these CNTs were analyzed under the IMPROVE method-based temperature program, in which the 

temperature in a helium atmosphere is raised to only 550 °C, CNTs were detected primarily in the fraction 

EC2–6. On the other hand, in the instance of TASC super-growth (SG)-CNTs, it was detected mainly in 

EC2–6 under either temperature step program. 

Subsequently, when the polymer fragments were analyzed, the percentage of the TC mass to the weighed 

mass was approximately consistent with the carbon content percentage in the polymer. Polystyrene (PS), 

polypropylene (PP), polyamide (PA)12, PA6, polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), and polyacetal (POM) 

were detected as OC1–5 and EC1, and it was practically not detected as EC2-6 (<~1%), indicating that they 

are distinguishable from the CNTs detected as EC2–6. On the other hand, polycarbonate (PC), 
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polyetheretherketone (PEEK), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) were detected partially as EC2–6, 

indicating that complete separation from CNTs was considered difficult. 

When analyzing the fragments of the CNT composites formed with PS, PP, PA12, PBT, and POM (CNT 

content 1%–10%), the percentage of EC2–6 to the weighed mass was almost consistent with the CNT 

content percentage (error <25%), indicating that the separation and determination of CNTs are practically 

possible. On the other hand, as regards the composite formed with PA6, the percentage of EC2–6 to the 

weighed mass was lower than the CNT content percentage or showed large variations. This could be 

ascribed to CNTs being burned in the EC1 fraction. Actually, the CNTs in the polymer tended to burn at a 

slightly lower temperature compared with the original CNT powder. An example of this is shown in Figure 

3.6.1. This can be explained by the fact that CNTs are more combustible in a more dispersed state (contact 

with oxygen is enhanced) or because defects are generated in the CNTs during kneading.  

Summary 

・ In carbon analysis, some types of CNTs were partly vaporized even when the temperature was raised in 

a helium atmosphere. 

・ In carbon analysis, various polymers (such as PS, PP, PA12, PA6, PBT, and POM) were quantified as 

OC1–5 and EC1, indicating that they are distinguishable from the CNTs. 

・ In carbon analysis, PC, PEEK, and PET were detected partially as EC (EC2–6) and, because of the 

overlapping with the combustion temperature of CNTs, complete separation from CNTs was considered 

difficult. 

・ As regards the fragments of the CNT composites formed with PS, PP, PA12, PBT, and POM (CNT 

content 1%–10%), separation and determination of CNTs via carbon analysis were practically possible. 

On the other hand, as regards the fragments of the CNT composite formed with PA6 (CNT content 1%–

2%), CNTs could not be separated and quantified adequately via carbon analysis. 

・ The CNTs contained in the polymer tended to burn at a slightly lower temperature compared with the 

original CNT powder. 
 

Table 3.6.1 Temperature step program of carbon analysis 
  NIOSH 5040-based  IMPROVE-based-1  IMPROVE-based-2  

Fraction Carrier gas Duration 
[s] 

Oven temp. 
[°C]  

Duration 
[s] 

Oven 
temp. 
[°C] 

 Duration 
[s] 

Oven temp. 
[°C] 

OC1 He 80 310  180 120  300 250 
OC2 He 80 475  180 250  600 450 
OC3 He 80 615  300–540 450  600 500 
OC4 He 300 (240*) 870  540–580 550  300 550 
OC5 He 45 550  – –  – – 
EC1 2% O2/He 45 550  300 550  300 550 
EC2 2% O2/He 45 625  210 700  120 600 
EC3 2% O2/He 45 700  540 870  120 650 
EC4 2% O2/He 45 775  120 900  240 700 
EC5 2% O2/He 45 (300*) 850 (870*)  – –  180 (600*) 870 
EC6 2% O2/He 110 (120*) 870 (900*)  – –  – – 

*When SG-CNTs were analyzed.  
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Table 3.6.2 Percentage of the carbon mass detected by carbon analysis to the mass weighed by the 
ultra-microbalance 

Sample Temperature step 
program 

Mass of 
OC1–5 per 

weighed 
massa 

Mass of 
EC1 per 
weighed 

massa 

Mass of 
EC2–6 per 
weighed 

massa 

TC mass 
per 

weighed 
massa 

CNT powder      
CNano Flotube9000, purity:>95% NIOSH 5040-based 83±13% 0.24±0.06% 21±9% 104±3% 
CNano Flotube9000, purity:>95% IMPROVE-based-2 0.7±0.5% 0±0% 94±0.5% 95±0.6% 

Nanocyl NC7000, purity: 90% NIOSH 5040-based 31±16% 1.0±0.1% 57±14% 89±3% 
Nanocyl NC7000, purity: 90% IMPROVE-based-2 0.5±0.5% 1.2±0.3% 89±4% 91±4% 

TASC SG-CNT, purity: 99% NIOSH 5040-based 7.3±0.8% 0.2±0.2% 95±2% 102±2% 
TASC SG-CNT, purity: 99% IMPROVE-based-1 2.8±1.6% 0.05±0.15% 96±3% 99±2% 

Polymer      
PS, carbon content: 92% NIOSH 5040-based 94±5% 0.02±0.02% 0.1±0.08% 95±5% 
PS, carbon content: 92% IMPROVE-based 92±4% 0.51±0.51% 0±0% 92±4% 
PP, carbon content: 86% NIOSH 5040-based 87±4% 0.2±0.3% 0.04±0.04% 87±4% 
PP, carbon content: 86% IMPROVE-based-2 82±4% 1.3±0.4% 0.2±0.2% 84±4% 
PC, carbon content: 76% NIOSH 5040-based 59±1% 0.9±1.0% 16±0.7% 77±2% 
PC, carbon content: 76% IMPROVE-based-1 51±1% 5.5±1.3% 17±2% 73±3% 

PEEK, carbon content: 79% NIOSH 5040-based 39±2% 0.5±0.5% 38±0.8% 78±3% 
PEEK, carbon content: 79% IMPROVE-based-1 0.9±1.1% 2.4±0.7% 79±6% 82±5% 
PA12, carbon content: 72% IMPROVE-based-2 68±2% 4.3±1.9% 0.3±0.1% 72±3% 
PA6, carbon content: 64% IMPROVE-based-2 58±1% 1.2±0.2% 0.2±0.1% 59±2% 
PBT, carbon content: 65% IMPROVE-based-2 63±3% 1.7±0.9% 1.1±0.2% 66±4% 

POM, carbon content: 40% IMPROVE-based-2 38±0.6% 0.05±0.04% 0.04±0.05% 38±0.7% 
PET, carbon content: 63% IMPROVE-based b 53±2% 3.2±2.0% 3.7±0.6% 60±2% 

CNT composite      
SG-CNT/PS, CNT: 5% NIOSH 5040-based 96±5% 0.12±0.03% 3.9±0.4% 100±5% 
SG-CNT/PS, CNT: 5% IMPROVE-based-1 84±2% 0.87±0.22% 3.8±0.2% 89±2% 

Flotube9000/PP, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 80±1% 0.70±0.13% 1.0±0.05% 81±1% 
Flotube9000/PP, CNT: 2% IMPROVE-based-2 82±2% 0.64±0.32% 2.0±0.07% 84±2% 

NC7000/PP, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 80±2% 0.57±0.15% 1.0±0.1% 82±2% 
NC7000/PP, CNT: 2% IMPROVE-based-2 79±2% 0.46±0.14% 1.7±0.1% 81±2% 
SG-CNT/PP, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 80±2% 0.92±0.24% 1.0±0.05% 82±1% 
SG-CNT/PP, CNT: 2% IMPROVE-based-2 79±3% 0.93±0.06% 1.6±0.1% 82±3% 

Flotube9000/PA12, CNT: 4% IMPROVE-based-2 65±1% 3.3±0.6% 3.9±0.08% 72±1% 
Flotube9000/PA12, CNT: 10% IMPROVE-based-2 59±1% 3.5±0.6% 9.3±0.1% 72±0.7% 

Flotube9000/PA6, CNT: 2% IMPROVE-based-2 57±0.8% 2.1±0.8% 1.3±0.2% 60±0.5% 
SG-CNT/PA6, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 59±4% 2.8±0.2% 0.3±0.1% 63±4% 
SG-CNT/PA6, CNT: 2% IMPROVE-based-2 54±2% 3.6±0.6% 1.7±1.2% 59±2% 

Flotube9000/PBT, CNT: 4% IMPROVE-based-2 60±2% 2.1±0.5% 4.0±0.2% 66±1% 
PBT-Flotube9000/PBT, CNT: 6% IMPROVE-based-2 58±3% 1.6±0.6% 5.4±0.3% 65±3% 

Flotube9000/POM, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 38±0.8% 0.22±0.03% 0.9±0.04% 39±0.7% 
NC7000/POM, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 39±1% 0.21±0.04% 0.8±0.05% 40±1% 
SG-CNT/POM, CNT: 1% IMPROVE-based-2 43±1% 0.24±0.03% 1.0±0.06% 44±2% 

aMean ± standard deviation (n = >3) 
bTable 3.10.1 in Section 3.10 
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Figure 3.6.1 Charts of the carbon analysis of CNT powder (Flotube9000), PA12, and their composites 
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3.7 Grinding and crushing of CNT composites 
We investigated aerosol particles released as a result of grinding and crushing CNT composites 

(implemented in cooperation with Professor Kuniaki Gotoh at Okayama University). The list of test 

samples is summarized in Table 3.7.1. 
 

Table 3.7.1 List of test samples for grinding and crushing 
Polymer matrix CNT type CNT content Grinding test Crushing test 

Polybutylene 
terephthalate (PBT) CNano Flotube9000 6% 〇 〇 

4% 〇 〇 

Polyamide (PA)12 CNano Flotube9000 10% 〇 〇 
4% 〇 〇 

Polycarbonate (PC) CNano Flotube9000 3% 〇 〇 
Nanocyl NC7000 A few% 〇 〇 

Polypropylene (PP) Nanocyl NC7000 A few % (poorly dispersed) 〇 〇 

Polystyrene (PS) 

Nanocyl NC7000 A few % (poorly dispersed) 〇 〇 
Nanocyl NC7000 7.5% 〇 - 
Nanocyl NC7000 7.5% (poorly dispersed) 〇 - 
TASC SG-CNT 5% 〇 - 
TASC SG-CNT 5% (poorly dispersed) 〇 - 

 

(1) Grinding test (Ogura et al. 2015b; Ogura et al. 2013b) 

The composites were ground with a micro grinder in a conductive-antistatic plastic box that had an air 

supply opening with a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter (Figure 3.7.1). The particle 

concentrations and size distributions of the aerosol particles released into the box by the grinding process 

were measured using real-time aerosol measuring instruments, namely, an SMPS, OPC, and CPC. In 

addition, the released aerosol particles were collected on polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane 

filters) and holey carbon film-coated TEM grids for analysis using a SEM and a TEM, respectively. 

A summary of the results is presented below: 

・ During grinding of the composites, the number concentration of nano- to micron-sized particles 

increased. However, even when grinding the polymer matrix not containing CNTs, almost the same 

increases were observed. The number concentration of nano-sized particles was reduced by 99.9% or 

more by using a thermodenuder and the nano-sized particles were therefore considered condensed 

particles of the volatile component of the polymer matrix generated by the frictional heat during 

grinding. 

・ Although the nano-sized particles were detected by the aerosol measuring instruments, their existence 

was not confirmed by electron microscopic observation. It was thought that the nano-sized particles 

were volatilized under vacuum conditions and/or the electron beam irradiation during the electron 

microscope observation. 

・ The percentages of the particle types observed with the SEM for the representative samples are 

summarized in Figure 3.7.2. In the electron microscopic observation of the released particles, mixed 

particles of the polymer matrix and CNTs (particles with protruding CNTs) were observed in many 

cases (a–d in Figure 3.7.3, a–c in Figure 3.7.4). The particles mainly composed of CNTs were 

observed when grinding the poorly dispersed CNT composites (d–f in Figure 3.7.4). 
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Figure 3.7.1 Photographs of the micro grinder set in a conductive-antistatic plastic box used for the 

grinding test 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7.2 Percentages of types of aerosol particles released as a result of grinding the CNT 

composites 
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Figure 3.7.3 TEM micrographs of aerosol particles released as a result of grinding the CNT 

composites 
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Figure 3.7.4 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles released as a result of grinding the CNT 

composites 
Arrows indicate protruding CNTs. 
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(2) Crushing test (Ogura et al. 2017b) 

For each crushing test, one pellet or five pellets (typical pellet size 3–4 mm) of the test sample were 

crushed using a laboratory-scale crusher with rotor blades (Figure 3.7.5). The container (ϕ108 mm × 51 

mm) of the crusher was modified by providing air intake and exhaust ports to enable sampling the airborne 

particles. The crushing power was set to level 3 or level 7 (of 10), at which the rotation speeds in a steady 

state were 7,900 and 18,750 r/min, respectively. The crushing time was set to 120 and 57 s, respectively; 

therefore, the total number of rotations reached 14,000 in both conditions. Purified air was passed through 

the container and the airborne particles released in the container by the crushing process were measured 

using real-time aerosol measuring instruments, namely, an SMPS, OPC, and CPC. In addition, the airborne 

particles released in the container were collected on (1) polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane filters 

set in the OPC for gravimetric analysis, (2) polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane filters) for SEM 

observation, and (3) holey carbon film-coated TEM grids for TEM observation. 

A summary of the results is shown below: 

・ By raising the rotation speeds (raising the crushing power), the dust generation amount increased in 

many cases and, in particular, the nano-sized particles increased greatly. 

・ The nano-sized particles were considered generated because of the frictional heat and the generation 

of submicron- to micron-sized particles by mechanical crushing. Volume crushing seems to have 

occurred mainly in the initial stage of mechanical crushing, followed by surface crushing. This 

tendency was the same, regardless of the presence or absence of CNTs. 

・ The percentages of the particle types observed with the SEM for the representative samples are 

summarized in Figure 3.7.6. Particles with protruding CNTs were observed for all the CNT composite 

samples (a and b in Figure 3.7.7, a–d in Figure 3.7.8). Particles mainly composed of CNTs were 

observed when crushing the poorly dispersed CNT composites (e and f in Figure 3.7.8). This tendency 

was similar to that of the grinding test. 

・ The mass ratios of the total airborne particles to the crushed five pellets were lower than 0.02% 

(detection limit). 

 
Figure 3.7.5 Photographs of the crusher with rotor blades used for the crushing test 
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Figure 3.7.6 Percentages of types of aerosol particles released as a result of crushing the CNT 

composites at a rotation speed of 18,750 r/min 
Ref.: Ogura et al. (2017b) 

 

 
Figure 3.7.7 TEM micrographs of aerosol particles released as a result of crushing the CNT 

composites 
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Figure 3.7.8 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles released as a result of crushing the CNT 

composites 
Arrows indicate protruding CNTs.  
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3.8 Weathering and abrasion tests for CNT-containing rubber 
We conducted weathering (ultraviolet irradiation) and abrasion tests for CNT-containing 

styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), as well as carbon black (CB) as a reference (implemented in cooperation 

with Associate Professor Yasuto Matsui at Kyoto University). 

 

(1) Weathering test 

The conditions of the weathering test are as follows: 

・ Light source: Xenon lamp 

・ Irradiance: 180 w/m2 

・ Temperature: 63 ± 3 °C 

・ Humidity: 50 ± 5% 

・ 160 hours of irradiation (equivalent to ultraviolet radiation energy of approximately four months of 

sunlight) 

A list of samples for the weathering test are summarized in Table 3.8.1. 

 
Table 3.8.1 List of samples for weathering test 

No. Polymer matrix Filler CNT/CB content 
[phr] 

1 
Styrene-butadiene 

rubber (SBR) 

CNTs 
(Nanocyl NC7000) 

10 
2 20 
3 CB 

(reference) 
10 

4 20 
phr: per hundred resin 

 

SEM micrographs of the surface of the test samples with/without weathering are shown in Figure 3.8.1. 

Cracks were observed on the surface of the test samples because of ultraviolet rays and, in the 

CNT-containing samples, the presence of CNTs in the cracks was confirmed. 
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Figure 3.8.1 SEM micrographs of the surface of test samples with/without weathering 
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(2) Abrasion test 

The abrasion test was conducted with a Taber test machine in a chamber (Figure 3.8.2). The abrasive 

conditions were as follows: 

・ Abrasive wheel: CS-10 (Taber Industries) 

・ Width of wear wheel: 14 mm 

・ Weight: 1 kg × 2 

・ Rotation speed: 72 rpm 

・ Running speed: 11.3 m/min 

・ Total number of rotations: 1,000 or 9,999 

The target samples are shown in Table 3.8.2. 

 

 
Figure 3.8.2 Overview of the abrasion test 

 
Table 3.8.2 List of samples for the abrasion test 

No. Polymer matrix Filler 
CNT/CB 
content 
[phr] 

Weathering 
before abrasion 

1 

Styrene-butadiene 
rubber (SBR) 

CNT 
(Nanocyl 
NC7000) 

10 × 
2 20 × 
3 10 ○ 
4 20 ○ 
5 

Carbon black 
(reference) 

10 × 
6 20 × 
7 10 ○ 
8 20 ○ 

phr: per hundred resin 

 

Figure 3.8.3 shows the results of the size distributions of the aerosol particles measured with an FMPS, 

SMPS, and OPC during the abrasion tests. The number concentrations of the aerosol particles during the 
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abrasion test were almost the same as that of the background (BG) in the chamber. No significant increase 

over the background value was observed in the detection of cobalt (a residual catalytic metal component) in 

CNTs by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) using a gas exchange device.  

Figures 3.8.4 and 3.8.5 show the SEM micrographs of the test piece surfaces and deposited abrasion 

powder, respectively, after the abrasion tests (total number of rotations 1,000). Figure 3.8.6 shows the SEM 

micrographs of the aerosol particles collected on the polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane filters) 

during the abrasion tests. In the CNT-containing samples, spots that appeared to be the tips of the CNTs 

were visible on the surfaces of the test pieces after the abrasion tests (Figure 3.8.4). However, no CNTs 

clearly protruding from the surface were observed. No CNTs detached from the polymer matrix and 

particles with protruding CNTs were observed in either the deposited abrasion powder (Figure 3.8.5) or the 

aerosol particles (Figure 3.8.6). On the other hand, smooth particles, which were considered the abrasive 

grains of the abrasive wheel, were observed in the deposited abrasion powder (Figure 3.8.5). There was no 

clear difference in the abrasion states relevant to the CNT content or whether weathering was conducted 

before abrasion or not. The above results did not change even after wear of up to 9,999 rotations. 

In this test, the amount of wear of the samples could not be obtained accurately owing to the contribution 

of the particles derived from the abrasive wheel. Using diamond-coated abrasive wheels could be effective 

as an improvement measure in this regard. 

 

 
Figure 3.8.3 Size distributions of the aerosol particles during the abrasion tests 

Average value for 15 minutes during the abrasion test, in which the total number of rotations was 1,000. 
Error bar: 3σ (σ: standard deviation for 15 minutes [5 minutes for BG]). 

Numbers indicate the sample numbers in Table 3.8.2. 
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Figure 3.8.4 SEM micrographs of test piece surfaces after abrasion 

 

 
Figure 3.8.5 SEM micrographs of deposited abrasion powder 
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Figure 3.8.6 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles collected on the filters during abrasion 
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3.9 Measurement case at a facility for extruding and pelletizing CNT composites 
The release of CNTs was investigated in a facility for extruding and pelletizing CNT composites 

(implemented in cooperation with Associate Professor Yasuto Matsui at Kyoto University). The results 

obtained from aerosol measuring instruments and quantitative analysis of CNTs using catalytic metals as 

indicators have been reported in part by Kato et al. (2017). 

 

Methods 

(1) Materials 

Multiwall CNTs with a tube diameter of 5–15 nm and a carbon purity of ~90% were used as fillers for 

the CNT/polymer composites. Polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP), and polycarbonate (PC) were used as 

polymer matrices for the composites. The CNT content of the composites was a few wt%.  

 

(2) Processes and measurement points investigated 

The processes investigated included steps a–d. A floor plan of the facility indicating measurement points 

are shown in Figure 3.9.1. 

a) Subdivision bagging of CNT powder (in a fume hood) (10: 28–10: 41) 

・ Measurement point 1: in the fume hood 

・ Measurement point 2: outside the fume hood (near the opening) 

・ Measurement point 3: room center 

b) Feeding CNT powder into an extruder using a local exhaust ventilation system with a partial 

enclosure (13: 08–13: 16) 

・ Measurement point 4: in the enclosure of the feeder 

・ Measurement point 5: outside the enclosure of the feeder 

・ Measurement point 3: room center 

c) Extruding and pelletizing of CNT composites (kneading using a biaxial kneading extruder, strand 

forming, and pelletization) 

(CNT/PS: 14: 29–15: 02; CNT/PP: 15: 05–15: 18; CNT/PC: 15: 56–16: 11). 

・ Measurement point 6: in the vicinity of the extruder 

・ Measurement point 7: in the vicinity of the pelletizer 

・ Measurement point 3: room center 

d) Cleaning of the CNT introduction part of the extruder (15: 42–15: 44) 

・ Measurement point 6: in the vicinity of the extruder 

 

This facility mainly manufactures composites of PC. In this survey, PS and PP were kneaded and 

stranded under conditions of the relatively poor dispersion of CNTs. 
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Figure 3.9.1 A floor plan of the facility indicating measurement points 

 

(3) Measurement 

a) Aerosol measuring instruments 

The aerosol particles were measured using OPCs (model 3330, TSI Inc., USA) and BCMs (microAeth® 

Model AE51, AethLabs, USA). 

 

b) Carbon analysis 

The total airborne particles were collected on quartz fiber filters (Model 2500 QAT-UP, ϕ37 mm, PALL 

Corporation) using open-faced filter holders (effective collection area 9.6 cm2) by sucking air with a pump 

at a flow rate of 3 L/min. Respirable particles were also collected on the quartz fiber filters by sucking air 

with a pump at a flow rate of 2.75 L/min, with cyclones (50% cut of particles with an aerodynamic 

diameter of 4 µm). The masses of the OC and EC in the particles collected on the filters were measured 

using a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., USA). The 

OC and EC concentrations in the air were determined by taking into consideration the total sampling air 

volume. The elevated temperature condition of the carbon analysis was in reference to NIOSH Method 

5040 and set as shown in Table 3.9.1. 

The values of the travel blanks (i.e., unused filters that were unopened and shipped to and from the field) 

obtained via carbon analysis were 21 ± 0.75 µg/filter for OC (except the OC1 fraction) and 0.10 ± 0.08 

µg/filter for EC (mean ± standard deviation, n = 8). The detection and quantitation limits were set at 3 and 

10 times, respectively, the standard deviation of the values of the travel blanks. 
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Table 3.9.1 Temperature step program of carbon analysis 
Fraction Carrier gas Duration [s] Oven temperature [℃] 

OC1 He 80 310 
OC2 He 80 475 
OC3 He 80 615 
OC4 He 300 870 
OC5 He 45 550 
EC1 2% O2/He 45 550 
EC2 2% O2/He 45 625 
EC3 2% O2/He 45 700 
EC4 2% O2/He 45 775 
EC5 2% O2/He 45 850 
EC6 2% O2/He 110 870 

 

c) Morphological observations 

The aerosol particles were collected on polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane filters, pore diameter 

200 nm, diameter 25 mm, GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 1 L/min. A portion of the filter sample was fixed 

to a specimen stub with conductive double-sided adhesive tape and coated with osmium (~2 nm thick) to 

avoid charging effects. The particles on the filters were observed with an FE-SEM (Quanta 250 FEG, FEI 

Company, USA). 

 

Preliminary Experiment 

As a preliminary experiment of carbon analysis, the values obtained via carbon analysis were evaluated 

for the CNT powder, PS, PP, and PC. The respective charts are shown in Figure 3.9.2 a–d. Table 3.9.2 

shows the percentage of the detected carbon mass to the mass weighed using an ultra-microbalance. 

In the CNT powder, the percentages of OC and EC to the weighed mass were 18% and 66%, respectively, 

yielding 84% in total. The total value was roughly equivalent to the carbon purity of the CNT (~90%). It 

can therefore be confirmed that ~80% of the total carbon can be detected as EC for CNTs. 

PS and PP were detected primarily as OC, indicating that they are distinguishable from CNTs. In contrast, 

17% of PC was detected as EC and, because of the overlapping with the CNT detection temperature, they 

are not distinguishable from CNTs. Therefore, it should be considered that the EC of the aerosol particles 

collected at the site possibly included not only the contribution of CNTs but also the contribution of PC. 

As negligible amounts of PS, PP, and PC were detected in the OC1 fraction (see Figure 3.9.2 b–d), the 

OC of the aerosol particles collected at the site was evaluated as the values obtained after omitting OC1. 
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Figure 3.9.2 Charts of carbon analysis 

Charts a–d are the results for the raw materials and charts e–h are the results for the total airborne particles collected at the 
facility. 

 

Table 3.9.2 Percentage of detected carbon mass to the mass weighed using an ultra-microbalance 
 Total OC Total EC Total 

CNT powder (n = 3) 18 ± 4% 66 ± 6% 84 ± 4% 
PS (n = 5) 105 ± 7% 0.1 ± 0.1% 105 ± 7% 
PP (n = 5) 101 ± 5% 0.2 ± 0.3% 101 ± 5% 
PC (n = 5) 79 ± 2% 17 ± 2% 102 ± 3% 
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Results and discussion 

(1) Results obtained from aerosol measuring instruments 

The aerosol particle concentrations obtained using the aerosol measuring instruments are shown in 

Figure 3.9.3. At the time of subdivision bagging, increases in the concentration by the BCM were observed 

only in the fume hood (measurement point 1). When feeding the CNT powder into the extruder, increases 

in the concentration by the OPC and the BCM were observed only in the enclosure of the feeder 

(measurement point 4). At the time of the extruding and pelletizing of the CNT composites, especially 

when the machine was started, instantaneous increases in the concentration by the OPC were observed in 

the vicinity of the extruder (measurement point 6). When cleaning the CNT introduction part of the 

extruder, instantaneous increases in the concentration by the OPC was observed in the vicinity of the 

extruder (measurement point 6). 

 

(2) Results obtained via carbon analysis of the aerosol particles 

The OC and EC concentrations obtained via carbon analysis of the aerosol particles collected at the 

facility are shown in Table 3.9.3. Charts for the representative samples are shown in Figure 3.9.2 e–h. The 

EC concentrations of the total airborne particles were particularly high in the fume hood (measurement 

point 1) at the time of the subdivision bagging and in the enclosure (measurement point 4) at the time of 

feeding the CNT powder into the extruder. These places are not directly related to the exposure to workers 

and the release of CNTs was expected at these places. On the other hand, outside the fume hood and the 

enclosure, as well as at the center of the room, where workers were present, the EC concentrations of the 

total airborne particles were below the quantitation or detection limits at that time. Moreover, in terms of 

respirable particles, the EC concentrations were below the detection limit even in the fume hood and in the 

enclosure. It is inferred that most of the released CNTs were agglomerated to a size that barely enters deep 

into the lungs. 

A low concentration of EC was detected at the times of extruding and pelletizing or cleaning of the 

introduction part of the excluder; however, this was below the OEL of respirable particles (30 µg/m3, as 

proposed by AIST), even when admitting a CNT sensitivity of 80%. Furthermore, according to the results 

of the preliminary experiment, these values potentially include the contribution of PC. Note that the 

quantitative value of CNTs using catalytic metal (cobalt) as an index was 0.9 µg/m3 as the total airborne 

particles during the entire operation time in the center of the room near measurement point 3 (Kato et al. 

2017). 
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Figure 3.9.3 Aerosol particle concentrations obtained using aerosol measuring instruments 

a) Subdivision bagging of CNT powder, b) Feeding CNT powder into an extruder, c) Extruding and pelletizing of CNT 
composites and cleaning of the CNT introduction part of extruder  
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Table 3.9.3 OC and EC concentrations of aerosol particles 
  Total airborne particles  Respirable particles 

 
Measurement 

points 

Total 
sampling 

air 
volume 

[L] 

OCa 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 
 

Total 
sampling 

air 
volume 

[L] 

OCa 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

Subdivision 
bagging of CNT 

powder 

1 203  190 940   54  (52) <4.6 
2 209  (26) (2.0)  53  (110) <4.7 
3 205  <11 <1.2  54  <42 <4.6 

Feeding CNT 
powder into 

extruder 

4 131  83 540   35  <65 <7.2 
5 132  <17 <1.9  35  <64 <7.1 
3 132  <17 <1.9  35  (97) <7.1 

Extruding and 
pelletizing of 

CNT composites 

6 964  16 6.7 b  256  (16) (1.4b) 
7 1158  22 6.1 b  309  37 6.1 b  
3 1151  16 3.2 b  309  60 (1.4 b) 

Cleaning of the 
CNT 

introduction part 
of extruder 

6 35  <64 (15 b)  8.8  <260 <28 b 

The values preceded by '<' are the concentrations below the detection limit. The values in parentheses are the concentrations 
below the quantitation limit. 
aThe value of OC1 was excluded. 
bThe values possibly include the contribution of PC. 
 
(3) Electron microscopy of the aerosol particles collected on the filter 

Representative electron microscopic photographs of the aerosol particles collected at the facility are 

shown in Figure 3.9.4. Non-agglomerated CNT was not observed, but particles mainly composed of CNT 

agglomerates (a–c in Figure 3.9.4), particles composed of CNTs and others (d in Figure 3.9.4), and particles 

with protruding CNTs on the surface (e and f in Figure 3.9.4) were observed. 

The numbers of the detected particles are summarized in Table 3.9.4, classified according to “particles 

mainly composed of CNTs” and “particles mainly composed of others.” The concentration of CNT 

particles in the air was estimated from the total number of detected particles, using the following formula. 

 

C = N × A/(a × Q × E) 

 

Here, C is the number concentration of CNT particles in the air [particles/L]; N is the number of detected 

CNT particles on the observed area in the filter; A is the effective filtration area of the filter (370 mm2); a is 

the total observed area in the filter [mm2]; Q is the total sampling air volume [L]; E is the particle collection 

efficiency of the filter [-] (which is 1 for particles larger than the filter pores of 0.2 µm, and is expressed as 

a minimum collection efficiency of ~0.6 for particles smaller than 0.2 µm [see Figure 2.3.1 in Section 2.3]; 

a value of 1 was used here for the calculations, as particles larger than 0.2 µm were predominant). In 

addition, the 95% confidence intervals of the number concentration in the air, calculated with reference to 

JIS K 3850-3 and ISO 10312 are shown in Table 3.9.4.  
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Figure 3.9.4 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles collected at the facility 
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Table 3.9.4 Number concentration of CNT particles in the air 

 
Measurement 

points 

Total 
sampling 

air volume 
[L] 

Total area 
observed 
with the 

SEM [mm2] 

Number of detected CNT 
particles 

[particles] Number concentration of 
CNT particles in the air* 

[particles/L] Mainly 
composed 
of CNTs  

Mainly 
composed 
of others 

Total 

Subdivision 
bagging of CNT 

powder 

1 19  2.2  4 3 7 61 (24–125) 
2 20  3.3  0 0 0 0 (<17) 
3 20  2.4  0 0 0 0 (<24) 

Feeding CNT 
powder into 

extruder 

4 13  2.4  2 3 5 62 (20–150) 
5 13  5.0  0 1 1 5.9 (0.15–33) 
3 13  4.9  0 1 1 5.9 (0.15–33) 

Extruding and 
pelletizing of CNT 

composites 

6 73  4.0  4 0 4 5.1 (1.4–13) 
7 113  3.5  6 8 14 13 (7.1–22) 
3 113  4.4  2 4 6 4.5 (1.6–10) 

Cleaning of the 
CNT introduction 
part of extruder 

7 3  2.3 0 0 0 0 (<157) 

The values in parentheses are the 95 percent confidence intervals based on an assumption of the Poisson distribution (ref. JIS 
K3850-3, ISO10312). 

Conclusions 

The release of particles mainly composed of CNTs (CNT agglomerates) and partly composed of CNTs 

(particles with protruding CNTs) was confirmed via electron microscopic observation. However, from the 

results of the carbon analysis, the concentrations in the area where workers were present were lower than 

the OEL of 30 µg/m3 for respirable CNTs, which is the value suggested by AIST. In this survey, PS and PP 

were kneaded and stranded under conditions of relatively poor dispersion of CNTs in the polymer matrices. 

Therefore, the results obtained here are considered to be those found in a worst-case scenario. The 

enclosure and the local exhaust ventilation system effectively suppressed exposure to CNT. 
 
Lessons learned and issues 

・ Simultaneous measurements at places such as the inside in a fume hood or in an enclosure, where CNT 
release was expected, were helpful in verifying the measurement methods and confirming the 

effectiveness of engineering the exposure control measures. 

・ Although complete separation and determination of CNTs and PC could not be achieved in the carbon 
analysis, the management of exposure to CNTs as a safety side evaluation was possible by confirming 

that the concentration of EC, including the contribution of both CNTs and PC, did not exceed the OEL. 

・ By collecting the aerosol particles using a Nuclepore filter with a known collection efficiency, counting 
the number of CNT particles via electron microscope observation, and converting this into air 

concentration, it was possible to quantitatively express the amount of released CNTs. It was 

demonstrated that electron microscopic observation can detect CNTs more sensitively compared with 

carbon analysis. 

・ The concentrations of EC in the respirable particles were mostly less than the lower detection limit. To 
further decrease this limit, it would be helpful to set the sampling flow rate higher, as long as the 

collection efficiency of a filter does not decrease significantly.  
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3.10 Measurement case at a facility for cutting of carbon-nanomaterial-coated film 
The release of carbon nanomaterials during the cutting of a carbon-nanomaterial-coated film was 

evaluated. 

 

Methods 

(1) Materials 

The polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film coated with multiwall CNTs (fiber diameter 5–20 nm, ~10 

wt%) accompanied by other carbon materials, dispersant, and binder was used for evaluation. The thickness 

of the film was 36 µm, including a coating layer (only on one side) with a thickness of 11 µm. 

 

(2) Process 

Both end edges of the coated PET film (as well as an uncoated PET film for reference) were cut with a 

film slitting machine at a cutting speed of 15 m/min. The total cutting length of each end edge was 342 m 

for the coated PET film and 309 m for the uncoated PET film. 

 

(3) Measurement 

A rough sketch of the room is shown in Figure 3.10.1, the overview of the sampling port is shown in 

Figure 3.10.2, and an overview of the measurement is shown in Figure 3.10.3. The measurement was 

performed in the vicinity of the cutting site (~10 cm from the cutter) and at a reference site (approximately 

5 m from the cutter). 
 

       
Figure 3.10.1 Rough sketch of the room 
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Figure 3.10.2 Overview of the sampling port in the vicinity of the cutting site 

 

 
Figure 3.10.3 Overview of measurement 

 
 
a) Aerosol measuring instruments 

Aerosol particles were measured using CPCs (model 3007, TSI Inc., USA) and OPCs (model 3330, TSI 

Inc., USA). 

 

b) Carbon analysis 

The total airborne particles were collected on quartz fiber filters (Model 2500 QAT-UP, ϕ37 mm, PALL 

Corporation) using open-faced filter holders (effective collection area of 9.6 cm2). Respirable particles were 

also collected on quartz fiber filters with cyclones (GK4.162 RASCAL, Mesa Labs, Inc., 50% cut of 

particles with an aerodynamic diameter of 4 µm). The mass of the OC and EC in the particles collected on 

the filters were measured using a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset 

Laboratory Inc., USA), and the OC and EC concentrations in the air were determined by taking the total 

sampling air volume into consideration. In pre-evaluation, when an NIOSH Method 5040-based 
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temperature step program was used, the CNTs were partly detected as OC. Therefore, we decided to use a 

temperature step program based on the IMPROVE method. To separate each component as much as 

possible, the duration of each temperature was relatively extended (Table 3.10.1). 

The values of the travel blanks (i.e., unused filters that were unopened and shipped to and from the field) 

obtained via carbon analysis were 25 ± 9 µg/filter for OC (except OC1 fraction) and 1.0 ± 0.9 µg/filter for 

EC (mean ± standard deviation, n = 10). The lower detection limit was set at three times the standard 

deviation of the values of the travel blanks. 
 

Table 3.10.1 Temperature step program of carbon analysis 
Fraction Carrier gas Duration [s] Oven temperature [℃] 

OC1 He 300 250 
OC2 He 600 450 
OC3 He 600 500 
OC4 He 300 550 
EC1 2% O2/He 300 550 
EC2 2% O2/He 120 600 
EC3 2% O2/He 240 700 
EC4 2% O2/He 180 800 
EC5 2% O2/He 300 870 
EC6 2% O2/He 300 920 

 
c) Morphological observations 

The aerosol particles were collected on polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore membrane filters, pore diameter 

200 nm, diameter 25 mm, GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 1 L/min. A portion of the filter sample was fixed 

to a specimen stub with conductive double-sided adhesive tape and coated with osmium (~2 nm thick) to 

avoid charging effects. The particles on the filters were observed with an FE-SEM (Quanta 250 FEG, FEI 

Company, USA). 

 

Preliminary experiment 

As a preliminary experiment, the values obtained via the carbon analysis were evaluated for the CNT 

powder, other carbon material powder, binder, dispersant, coating liquid containing every component, 

uncoated PET film, and carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film. The percentage of the detected carbon mass 

to the mass weighed by an ultra-microbalance is shown in Table 3.10.2 (only for the solid samples). As for 

the CNT powder, the percentage detected as EC was 93% of the weighed mass, and the total carbon mass 

of OC and EC together was 95% of the weighed mass. The value of the carbon content obtained is 

considered adequate. Therefore, it was confirmed that the CNT powder can be quantified via carbon 

analysis as EC. However, the percentage obtained for the other carbon material powder (79% as EC, 83% 

as total carbon) was slightly low probably because combustion was insufficient, even at the maximum 

analysis temperature (cf. Figure 3.10.4). However, it was confirmed that approximately 80% of this other 

carbon material powder was detected as EC. As for the uncoated PET film, its carbon content percentage is 

approximately 63% based on its compositional elements (C10H8O4)n, and the total carbon mass obtained 

was 59% of the weighed mass. This is considered an adequate result. As for the 
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carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film, the EC percentage was higher than that of the uncoated PET film, 

reflecting the carbon nanomaterials coating. 

For each sample, the detection percentage of each fraction to the total carbon mass is shown in 

Figure 3.10.4. The CNT powder was primarily detected in the fraction EC3–4, whereas the other carbon 

material powder was primarily detected in the fraction EC4–6. As for the dispersant and uncoated PET film, 

these components were partly detected in EC1–3. Therefore, it was difficult to separate and quantify the 

CNTs, other carbon materials, and other components completely, as they were detected in the same 

fractions. 

Figure 3.10.5 shows a comparison between the results of the carbon analysis of the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film and the sum of the results of the carbon analysis of each component, 

taking into consideration the content percentage of each component in the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET 

film. Note that for the liquid binder and dispersant, information on the percentage of the carbon mass 

against the weight was not obtained; therefore, they were assumed to be 100%. The results of the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film and the sum of each component were almost identical for the OC 

fractions. As regards the EC fractions, the result for the sum of each component was high in EC4, and the 

result for the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film was high in EC1–3. In terms of the total amount of EC, 

however, there was no large difference (22% for the sum of each component and 20% for the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film). Although the percentage of EC4 was high when the CNT powder 

was analyzed (see Figure 3.10.4), it shifted to a lower temperature, i.e., EC3 and EC2, when the CNTs 

coated on the PET film were analyzed. A similar result was obtained for the CNTs contained in the polymer 

(see Figure 3.6.1 in Section 3.6). 

Based on these results, to avoid underestimation, we decided to use the total amount of EC rather than 

the value of EC3–6 as an indicator of the amount of CNTs and other carbon materials in the particles 

collected on site. We also decided to use the total amount of OC2–4 as the quantity of organic component, 

as OC1 was scarcely detected in all cases. 

As shown in Table 3.10.2, 20% of the weight was detected as EC in the carbon analysis of the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film. As the CNT content percentage was set to ~10%, it is considered 

that only approximately half of the EC was derived from the amount of CNTs when the CNTs and other 

components (including PET) were released together into the air, while maintaining the content percentage 

of each component in the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film. 

 
Table 3.10.2 Percentage of the detected carbon mass to the mass weighed by the 

ultra-microbalance 
 Total OC Total EC Total 

CNT powder 2% 93% 95% 
Other carbon material powder 4% 79% 83% 

Uncoated PET film 51% 8% 59% 
Carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film 44% 20% 64% 
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Figure 3.10.4 Detection the percentage of each fraction to the total carbon mass 

 

 
Figure 3.10.5 Detection percentage of each fraction to the weighed mass: Comparison between the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film and the sum of each component 
 

Results and discussion 

(1) Results obtained from aerosol measuring instruments 

The aerosol particle concentrations at the time of the cutting of the uncoated PET film and the 

carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film are shown in Figure 3.10.6. In the CPC that is sensitive to particles 

with sizes ranging from 0.01 to >1 µm, instantaneous increases in the concentration were observed in the 

vicinity of the cutting site; however, they did not necessarily correspond to the time of cutting. They could 

be attributed probably to particles generated by work being done (such as preparations), or from the film 

slitting machine, other than the cutting of the films. In the OPC that is sensitive to particles with sizes 

between 0.3 and 10 µm, there was no difference between the vicinity of the cutting site and the reference 

site, and particle generation related to the cutting was not observed. 
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Figure 3.10.6 Aerosol particle concentration during the cutting of uncoated and coated PET films 
The values were averaged every 10 s. 

U1–2: cutting of uncoated PET film, C1–4: cutting of carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film   
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(2) Results obtained via carbon analysis of the aerosol particles 

The OC and EC concentrations obtained via carbon analysis of the aerosol particles collected on the 

filters are shown in Table 3.10.3. For both total airborne particles and respirable particles, the EC 

concentrations were below the lower detection limit. Therefore, even for the total airborne particles 

collected in the vicinity (approximately 10 cm) of the cutting process, the concentration was below the 

OEL for respirable particles, with CNTs of 30 µg/m3, which is the value suggested by AIST. Furthermore, 

the OC concentrations (excluding OC1) were below the lower detection limit. 

   
Table 3.10.3 OC and EC concentrations of aerosol particles 

 
Sampling 

site 

Total airborne particles  Respirable particles 
Total 

sampling 
air 

volume 
[L] 

OC* 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 
 

Total 
sampling 

air 
volume 

[L] 

OC* 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

EC 
concentration 

[µg/m3] 

Uncoated 
PET film 

Cutting 
site 211 <125 <13  189 <139 <15 

Reference 
site 224 <118 <12  190 <138 <15 

Carbon- 
nanomaterial- 
coated PET 
film 

Cutting 
site 239 <110 <12  213 <123 <13 

Reference 
site 242 <109 <12  205 <128 <14 

*The value of OC1 was excluded. 
 

(3) Electron microscopy of the aerosol particles collected on the filter 

Electron micrographs of the aerosol particles collected in the vicinity of the cutting site at the time of the 

cutting of the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film are shown in Figure 3.10.7. CNT-like particles or 

particles with protruding CNTs were not observed for all the samples. Note that the lower detection limit of 

the analysis was defined as indicated in the box below. 

 

The concentration C, corresponding to the 95% one-sided confidence interval of the Poisson distribution 

at the time of no detection (the concentration corresponding to the lower detection limit) is represented in 

the following formula (ref.: JIS K3850-3, ISO10312): 

 C = 2 .99 × A / (a × Q × E), 

where A is the effective filtration area of the filter (370 mm2); a is the total area of the filter observed with 

SEM (0.77 mm2); Q is the total sampling air volume (23.8 L); E is the particle collection efficiency of the 

filter (which is 1 for particles larger than the filter pores of 0.2 µm and is expressed as a minimum 

collection efficiency of approximately 0.6 for particles smaller than 0.2 µm [see Figure 2.3.1 in Section 

2.3]; the value 0.6 was used here.) 

Therefore, the concentration corresponding to the lower detection limit in this analysis is 100 particles/L. 
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Figure 3.10.7 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles collected in the vicinity of the cutting site at the 

time of the cutting of the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film 
 

 

Conclusions 

The airborne particles in the vicinity (approximately 10 cm) of the cutting site and at a reference site 

were measured at the time of cutting of the carbon-nanomaterial-coated PET film; however, the release of 

carbon nanomaterials was not confirmed. 

 

Lessons learned and issues 

To separate each component as much as possible in the carbon analysis, the duration of each temperature 

was relatively extended; however, by lengthening the analysis time, the EC content in the travel blank 

increased as the carbonization of the OC increased, and, subsequently, the lower detection limit increased. 

When almost no release of carbon nanomaterials is expected, analysis conditions with a shorter duration, in 

which carbonization of the OC is more restrained, may be desirable.  
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3.11 Evaluation of the capability of carbon analysis as a method for quantitative 
determination of graphenes 

We evaluated the capability of carbon analysis as a method for the quantitative determination of 

graphenes. Several tens of micrograms to less than two hundred micrograms of graphene powder were 

placed on a quartz filter. After weighing this on an ultra-microbalance, the carbon mass was determined 

with a carbon aerosol particulate analysis instrument (CAA-202M-D, Sunset Laboratory Inc., USA). The 

measured carbon mass was compared with the weighed mass. 

The elevated temperature condition of the carbon analysis was set in reference to the NIOSH Method 

5040 and the IMPROVE method, as shown in Table 3.11.1. Carbon detected in a helium atmosphere is 

defined as OC, that detected in the presence of oxygen as EC, and the total thereof as TC. The percentage 

of the observed carbon mass to the weighed mass is shown in Table 3.11.2, and the charts of the carbon 

analysis are shown in Figure 3.11.1. The percentage of the TC mass to the weighed mass was almost equal 

to the carbon purity reported by the manufacturer. Graphenes were detected mainly as EC; however, a 

relatively high temperature was required to burn all of them. 

Table 3.11.1 Temperature step program of carbon analysis 

 NIOSH Method 5040 based  IMPROVE method based 
Carrier gas Duration [s] Oven Temperature [°C]  Duration [s] Oven Temperature [°C] 

He 80 310  150 250 
He 80 475  150 450 
He 80 615  150 500 
He 180 870  150 550 
He 45 550  – – 

2% O2/He 45 550  150 550 
2% O2/He 45 625  150 700 
2% O2/He 150 700 (800*)  300 800 
2% O2/He 300 800 (870*)  600 870 
2% O2/He 300 870 (920*)  600 920 
2% O2/He 120 (300*) 920 (950*)  (300*) (950*) 
* When the integrated film of graphene was analyzed. 

 
Table 3.11.2 Percentage of the carbon mass detected by carbon analysis to the mass weighed by the 

ultra-microbalance 

 Product name, grade, 
process 

Thickness 
[nm] 

Carbon 
puritya 

OC mass per 
weighed 

massb 

EC mass per 
weighed 

massb 

TC mass per 
weighed 

massb 
Graphene Nano 
Powder 8 nm 

EM Japan, G-11, 
exfoliation 8 99.9% 1.6±2.0% 99±7% 101±6% 

Graphene Nano 
Powder 12 nm 

EM Japan, G-12, 
exfoliation 12 99.2% 1.5±0.3% 96±2% 97±1% 

Graphene Nano 
Powder 60 nm 

EM Japan, G-13, 
exfoliation 60 98.5% 1.0±0.7% 97±2% 98±2% 

Graphene Nano 
Powder 5–30 nm 

EM Japan, G-14, 
exfoliation 5–30 97% 3.9±2.4% 89±4% 93±3% 

Integrated film of 
graphene 

TASC, liquid-phase 
exfoliation 20 97% 5.0±1.0% 95±6% 100±6% 

aValues here typically represent those provided by the manufacturer. 
bMean ± standard deviation (n = 3–4) obtained through carbon analysis. 
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Figure 3.11.1 Charts of the carbon analysis of graphene  
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3.12 Simulation of the transfer of graphene powder 
As an example of the release of aerosol particles during the handling of dry graphene powder, we 

performed a simulation of a transfer operation using commercial exfoliated graphene (Graphene Nano 

Powder, G-14S, EM Japan, specific surface area: 60 m2/g, purity: 97%, average flake thickness: 5–30 nm, 

average particle (lateral) size: approximately 5–25 µm). We evaluated the dustability, as well as the 

capability of the measurement technique (Figure 3.12.1). 

The simulation was performed in a gloved box, into which clean air was introduced by repeating the 

following operations i) and ii) alternately, 15 times per minute over a period of approximately 30 minutes. 

i) Transfer of approximately 100 cm3 (approximately 24 g) of the graphene powder from a small 

stainless-steel container to a large stainless-steel container (drop from above). 

ii) Transfer of the graphene powder collected in the large stainless-steel container to the small 

stainless-steel container (pour). 

Aerosol particles released into the air in the box during the transfer was measured using aerosol 

measuring instruments. Figure 3.12.2 shows the change in the concentration of aerosol particles over time. 

The concentration increased from the start of the simulation (16:30), and, in particular, the peak 

concentration was observed when graphene was transferred from the small container to the large one. The 

photometer did not record the measured value by mistake; however, it showed a value of ~700 to 800 

µg/m3. 

The total amount of released respirable graphene dust was calculated at 580 µg by conducting carbon 

analysis of the respirable particles collected on a quartz filter. This is equivalent to 0.0025% of the mass of 

the powder used in the simulation. Furthermore, the concentration of EC in the air in the box at the time of 

the experiment (the released dust amount divided by the total sampling air volume over 30 minutes) was 

1.9 mg/m3. This value was higher than that measured using the photometer or a BCM. This result indicates 

that photometers and BCMs possibly underestimate the value when calibration is not performed with 

graphenes. 

The particle size distribution of the released aerosol particles obtained by using an SMPS and OPC is 

shown in Figure 3.12.3. There were almost no particles with a diameter <100 nm, and particles with sizes 

ranging from several hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers were dominant. In addition, in the 

SEM observation of the released aerosol particles collected by a polycarbonate filter, many agglomerated 

graphene particles with sizes ranging from several hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers were 

observed (Figure 3.12.4). 

 

Summary 

The airborne particles of agglomerated graphene with sizes ranging from several hundreds of nanometers 

to several micrometers were released during the transfer of the dry graphene powder. The release of 

graphene powder can be detected by using aerosol measuring instruments and carbon analysis. The result 

indicated that photometers and BCMs possibly underestimate the value of graphene when the calibration is 

not performed with the graphene of interest. 
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Figure 3.12.1 Overview of the simulation of the transfer of graphene powder 
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Figure 3.12.2 Aerosol particle concentration in the box during the transfer of dry graphene powder 

It is considered that the response of the BCM gradually dropped with an increasing filter load (see Section 3.2). 
 
 

 
Figure 3.12.3 Number-based size distribution of airborne particles released during the 

transfer of dry graphene powder 
Particle size is the equivalent spherical diameter based on the measurement principles of each instrument. 

The values are based on the average concentrations for 30 min.  
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Figure 3.12.4 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles released during the transfer of dry 

graphene powder 
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3.13 Simulation of cutting of integrated film of graphene 
We evaluated the dustability at the time of the cutting of the integrated film of exfoliated graphene 

(Figure 3.13.1). The test was performed in a gloved box to which clean air was introduced. An integrated 

film (ϕ37 mm, equivalent to 3.8 pieces of the pressed film [183 mg in total] and equivalent to 1.7 pieces of 

the unpressed film [84 mg in total]) of exfoliated graphene (manufactured by TASC, film thickness: ~20 

nm; carbon purity: ~97%) was cut with scissors as finely as possible. In addition, a blank test was 

performed for reference (opening and closing scissors at a rate of once per second for one hour). 

The aerosol concentrations in the box measured by using aerosol measuring instruments are shown in 

Figure 3.13.2. Instantaneous increases in the aerosol concentration were observed with the CPC; however, 

there was no continuity for the duration of the cutting operation. It is considered that this occurred because 

particles outside the box were sucked in because of air leakage, as the pressure inside the box momentarily 

became negative when the gloves were moved. There was almost no other increase in the aerosol 

concentration at the time of the cutting when compared with the concentration measured prior to the cutting 

operation. In fact, the concentration was higher in the blank test. 

In the carbon analysis of the respirable particles collected on the quartz filter, the amount of EC was less 

than the lower detection limit. The amount of graphene released with a respirable size was estimated at 

<0.45 µg for each of the cuttings of 3.8 pieces of pressed film and 1.7 pieces of unpressed film. This value 

was <0.0002% and <0.0005% of the original weights of the pressed and unpressed films, respectively. 

Although the size of the pieces after cutting was not uniform, if we assumed that all the pieces were cut to a 

size of 1 mm × 5 mm, the total cut length per one piece of the integrated film would be ~1.3 m. When the 

amount of EC dust released in the cutting of 1 m of the integrated film was calculated using this value, it 

equaled <0.09 µg/m for the pressed film and <0.2 µg/m for the unpressed film, respectively. The 

concentrations of EC in the air in the box at the time of the experiment (i.e., the value of the released dust 

amount that was divided by the total sampling air volume during the operation) were <0.7 µg/m3 for the 

pressed film and <1.4 µg/m3 for the unpressed film. 

SEM micrographs of the cut section of the integrated film are shown in Figure 3.13.3. The cut surface 

was not flat in the microscopic view, and layers of overlapped graphene were observed. Some layered 

particles were observed in the SEM micrographs of the aerosol particles collected on a polycarbonate filter 

(Figure 3.13.4); however, it was difficult to determine whether they were exfoliated graphene. 

 

Summary 

Some layered particles (unclear if they were exfoliated graphene) were observed in the SEM observation 

of the airborne particles collected at the time of the cutting of the integrated film; however, they were at a 

level undetectable by aerosol measuring instruments and carbon analysis. Therefore, it was considered that 

the release of graphene at the time of the cutting of the integrated film was negligible. 
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Figure 3.13.1 Overview of the simulation of the cutting of the integrated film of graphene 
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Figure 3.13.2 Aerosol particle concentration in the box during the cutting of the integrated film of 

graphene 
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Figure 3.13.3 SEM micrographs of the cut section of the pressed integrated film 

 

 
Figure 3.13.4 SEM micrographs of aerosol particles released during the cutting of the pressed 

integrated film 
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